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INTRODUCTION°

On February 25th and 26th, lq77, over 650 teachers, parents,
admiDistrators: school board members and others spent nearly twelve
hours together learning about the current'"state of the art" in working

with gifted and talented children.

This book contains papers from each of the keynote speakers and
selected papers from soille of the, workshop session'leaders. Sidney Parnes,

Dorothy Sisk and James Gallagher were instrumental in helping to bring to-
gether the most current thoughts on the education of the gifted/talented
child.

In his paper, "Creative Potential and .the Educational Experience",
Sidney J. Parnes states that, 'Failing to use mental resources is wasteful
both to society and to the individual himself." He further states that "a

common eduCational ohjective is to help each person develop his mind to its

, fullest potential, o educate him to live effectively in a changing,world,

td prepare him to institute changes.where they are needed and to adjust to
those changes thJit he is forced to accept." Both of these comments are in-

cluded in his ilgsophy of Creative Behavior", which sets the pace for his
continuing discussion of the nature of creative behavior and ways of facilita

ting the creative process.

Dorothy Sisk, in her article, "Teaching the Gifted and Talented",
gives a short.look at the histriy of the role.of the federal government in
thP education of the gifted and then speaks of ways of developing quality
programs' to meet the needs of our gifted/talented population.

- In answer to the quastion, "Why should we have special programs for

-the gifted?", James Gallagher, in his article, "Needed Programs for the Gifted",

answers that "... the reason why we should all be interested (in the education'

of the gifted). is that we all- bave a'stake in their future, Jpecause the solu-

tion,; to our major societal and cultural problems--the economy, the population'.
explosión, Pellution, energy,,and our own drifting sense of purpose.as a nation--

will not be solved by a.cavalry charge on a Congressional resolution. It will

be solved only by the liard, extensive work of the brightest and most highly

:-.1otivated persons in our society."

Gallagher continues by stating his strong concern for the content
of curriculum used in Programs,for gifted children and hos developed a "support

system" that represents six.major components that should comprise any substantial

pronraM for the gifted in order to justify itself as a quality program.

The eleven papers-from the workshop session leaders help to discuss

their. current area of i-nterest and how the gifted/talented child is made 0

part of their orocir:tm.



School divisions in the Northern Virginia area all work with their
gifted/talented populations in slightly different ways. It is not in the

difference that we should make note, but.in the common desire to do the best
we possibly can for the child who' caes to us as gifted or talented.

I hope that this collection.of papers will help in that end.

Falls Church, Virginia , Jeffrey H. Orloff

June, 1977
6:13
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CREATIVEPOTENTIAL AND THE EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE

A Rati.onaec fiwL C4cative Education Ptogkams

bif

Sidney J. Pirnes, Prdfessor of Creative Studies

State University College of New York at Buffalo



a A PHILOSOPHY'Of CRrAIIVE BEHAVIOR'

Arthur Koestler refers to creativity as an " ,ctualization of surplus

potentialS."'i.When we review the tremendous strtdes tWat echnology has made'

in actualizing the potentials of Pur material resources, it is difficult for us

to believe that the development of the most important resource of,all -- the

human one -- hfts nct kept pace. Unused material reSoyrces, JeroMe Wiesner

point,s out, are not necessarily wasted; unuSeJ huTan resources always are..

Education and Mental Health: Failing to use mental resoYrces is ,

wasteful both to society and to th-6 individual himself. In effect, the person

who fails to use his potential may become psychologically unhealthy.or "mentally

We might say, even, that the mental health bill of society is made .up of-
,

the difference between the potential and the, operational level of every single

person in the, population.

A common educational objective is to help each person develop his .

mind to its fullestTotential, to educate him eo live effectively in a changing

world, to prepare him to institute changes where they are needed and to adjust

to those changes that he is forced to accept. Working toward and hopefully

,ittaining this goal irtually assures society of a psychologically healthy

memership.

To live effectively in a changing world, one needs to learn to make

effective decisi6ns and to act upon them intelligently. When a person makes

optimum decisions, hi first speculates on what "might be" from a variety of

viewpoints; then he senses and anticipates all conceivable consequences or
repercussions of the variety of actions' he has conteMplated; finally he cliooses

and develops his best alternative -- in full awareness.

WHAT IS CREATIVE BEHAVIOR?

From the foregoing discussion, pne may deduce that I define creative

behavior as,that which demonstrates both uniqueness and value in its product.

The product may be ique and valuable to a group.or organization, to. societyun.

as a whole, or merely to the individual himself. Creativity is thus a function

of knowledge, imagination'and evaluation. Without knowledge, there obviously,

can be no creativity. By way of analogy, we might consider the kaleidoscope

wherein the more pieces we have in the drum, the more possible patterns we 'can

produce. Likewise, in creative learning, the greater our knowledge, the more

patterns, combinations or ideas we cad achieve. But as Alfred North Whitehead

stressed long ago, education should aim at "the effective utilization of know-

ledge." The underlinings are mine., Merely having the'knowledge, the bits and

pieces in the kaleidoscope, does not guarantee the formation of new patterns.

One must "revolve th i.-! drum," manipulate the knowledge by combining and re-

arranging facts into new patterns. Iii the mind, these new patterns are "ideas."

Theeffectiveness of creative productivity also depends, of course,

on.the evaluation and development of embryonic ideas into usable ideas. Without

knOwledge, imagination cannot be productive. Without imaginative manipulation,

abOndant knowledge cannot help us live in a world of change. And without the

ability to synthesize, evaluate and develop dur ideas, We achieve no effectiye

creatiVity.

-5-
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Crea.tive Reading: Thus when one behaves creativeiy,'he is basically
re-focussing elements of his experiehce into new and meaning101 relationships.
Note that the very act of reading, or any form of sensory input, allows-for
techniques which'promote interrelationships or those which promote sheer spr-

age. Throwing new input into fresh relationships with other stored material
brings about connections which make for more crpative use of.the knowledge. ,

/V a matter of fact, knowledge "new to the individual" can then be generated,
as is exemplified by discovery courses like the new math.

E. P. Torrance and 3. A. Harmon.(1961) found that students used
knowledge more creatively wh.en it was learned with a "creative set" rather
than with a "memory set". Students with. the "memory set" were more restricted

in finding new tmplications or more applicationsior the,knowleqge. Ray Hyman's

studies. (1964) show that information, as. such, may nqt be as' impbrtant to
crea'tivity as the way one seeks'and receives ft -L as well .as how he deals with
it. 811 other things being equal, the more elements in one's experienCe, the
more new.relationships he is able to concoct; and again, all other things being

equal, the more new relationships he concocts, the greater the chances of ,his

producing a potentially fruitful one.
-

Tightness nclLooseness: General M. K. Deichelman once spoke of the-

necessity to "stay loos-en, 17/Tich is a very vivid way of discussing the ouali-

ties of the "creative person". Te en),gma becomes, Howloose? How lobse can

one become before he "falls apart"; anJ conversely, how tight cdn one stay.be-

fore he becomes riWd? 0

FreedoM with Ai-scipline; young outlook with mature judgment

is the dilemma of -"creative man". But it is the mark, too, cif what Maslow
(1959) calls the integrated individual, whom he describes as follows: "A

truly integrated person.can.be both secondary and primary; both childish and

mature. He can regresS and then come.back to reality., becoming,then more
controlled and critical in his responses."

'Conformity: The creative person Cannot be a "blind' conformist: -I

use the terTir'Wn-ci conformity" to differentiate from deliberate or purposeful

conformity.
40

Deliberaty conformity in behavior may sometimes be desirable or
even necessary tb 1 creative life, but "blind" conformity in thinking is

monstrably detrimental to-the fullest creative growth. Confermity reades
the likelihood of one's creating the fresh viewpoin.ts necessary toachievement

of creative'insights. Conformity is thus the enemy of orioinal.ity and the

creative productivity to which'novelty can lead tis. -Yet society tends to mold

its memOers 'into one conforing being. .Its cultSre is often at odds with

creative ideas because thee ideas drOp like pebbles in a sea of tranquility,

forcing chanOs%

The creed of the creative person might well be borrowed from the

old adage that prays: "Give me the courage to chane,t-e, those things that should

be changed, the strength to accept those things that should not or need not be

changed, ant the wisdom to distinguish between the ,two."
r.



Omission.: When weconform to prevailing norms, we are
seldom guilty of an error of commission. Rut what about errors of omission?
Errors of omission are much less likely to be detected than errors.of com-
mis.sion. If 1 do not act upon an idea which later proves to have been "right",
I myself may be. the only one aware of my mistake. However, if I ct and am
wrong, my error is usually obvious to others. Most of us, through fear bf
some form of ridicule, tend to play the game,safe, bringing forth our ide'as
only when we are sure of their worth and acceptab,ce.

Most people arc probably more concerned with meeting each situation
in the same way as they met it before, but making fewer "apparent" mistakes
cich time, than in finding new and imaginative mays tolpsolve their problems.
We let our "unkissed imagination" hecome our ulcers, as John Ciardi puts it.

Summary_De.scrifttion: To try to summarize the description of the
"creative person", I might say that the individual who behaves.creatively
is oriented toward setting and solving meaningful problems, using an inner
Ariye to recombine his storehouse of experiences in new.ways. In attacking

his prohlems, he does not behave as a conformist.; instead, he pioneers Often,
is nbt afraid to fail frequently, but is productive.ln the long run.,4,

Thus the individ\ual behaving creativel.y, sees things through many
eye.s, from many. yie-;pointsX He allOws his associative.processes to relate
freely what his senc,es bring to him. He is constantly changing his views as
he forms new associritions, as compared with the "non-creative" individual who
fr2ezes his views into rigid ideas which 'we call prejudices.

CREATIVE INTELLIGEVE

From the ,Or;egoing discussion, it becomes appayent that the so-called
creative attributes overlap considerably with attributes we expect to find in
.the so-called intelligent individual. Terms such as ".creative intelligence"
are tending"to replace the notion of creativity versus intelligence. Creativity

is a part of, not apart from, what we normally.think of as intelligence. J. P.'

Guilford's structure-of-thelintelleet (1967) contains 120 known factors, only
a small number of which 'awe measured in commonly used intelligence tests. This

is the reason.for the relatively low correlations that are typOly found be-
tween "intelligence" tests and "creativity" tests. The latter typically measure
factors not covered in the former. Hence, there is need 'for a broad range of
tests if we tiope to *Proximate the total intellectual capacity of a person--
i.e., to measure hi,_; "creative intelligence". Guilfard emphasizes that the

person who scores high on creativity measures tends to have relatively high

intelThigence as mea.sured by IQ tests, hut that the high IQ person may be.any-
where from high to low on creativity"measures; hence, his term "creative under-
achievens."

Creativtty, Intelligence and Achievement: In recent years, much

new light Tias been thrown on the relationships among intelligence, creativity

and achievement. ItapPears that school achievement, as commonly measured,
is in general more affected by the so-called jntelligence factor (IQ) than by

factors measured in creativity test. However the research of Getzels and
Jackson (1962) with gifted' studegts (avera?Ie IQ of 132) has shown that the most

-7-



'"highly creative" ones ,..cored just.as well on achievement tests as did the

most "highly intelligent" ones, even though there was.a.23-point IQ difference

between the averages of the two.groups (those gifted who were at the very high-

est on IQ tests versus those at the very.highest on creativitY tests); More

important still is the.fact that a number of investigators have discovered

little or no relationship between academic performances and later professional'

success.

EDUCATTON FOR CHANGE

.
Creative Teaching andleadership: Although there is much emphasis

on creative teaching:R-11e imaginativt use of materials -- films, demonstra-

tions, etc. by a teacher), relatively less emphasis is being placed on tte

deliberate deVelopment of creative behavior in the student. Teaching in ways

that iripart information more effectively and in a more interesting manner is,

to me, not enough to qualify it as teaching for creativity development. It

is the difference between speaking and listening, between expressing oneself

and encouraging Others to'express themselves. Teachiho or supervising for

the development of creative behavior taps the internal Tesources of the stu-

dent through the use of any media that can be made available.

Thir :f the school situation as a group or organization having a

single leader ;: ,ois case, the teacher). An organization can be creative,

primarily in the sense that its leader is higMy creative and directs the

personnel autocratically in implementing his creative ideas. On the other-

hand, an organization can be creative primarily because its leader subtiy

stimulates-the creativeproductivity of the individual memberS. In the

former organization, the main rewards to the.individual are apt to be those

which are customarily enjoyed off the job .salary, vacations, and those

benefits that are meted out by the leader -- or, at best, environmental and

social cOnditions that an individual enjoys on the job. Primarily, however,

the benefits'are tangible.

Leadership for Creative Growth: The organization that provides for

creative growth of the individual is one wherein the intrinsic satisfactions

are often greater than the- extrinsic rewards -- for example, the sense of

contributing a major portion of oneself to the job or the sense of self-

expression being tangibly Tewarded. The individual in this type of organiza-

tion is too busy applying his creative energies to a job or his studies to

watch a clock. He becomes totally involved in the tasks'at hand. In the

process, he discovers himself.

A teacher or supervisor with this goal in mind actualizes his own

creative potential, effectively uses his external resources and makes some-

thing happen within the learner.

Teleidoscopic Action: Perhaps you have seen a teleidoscope. It

is somewhat like the more familiar.kaleidoscope that I discussed earlier;

however, the basic difference is this: the kaleidoscope makes patterns and

new combinations only from whatts within it, whereas the teleidoscope gets

its ttrue.ture from within but the raw materials for patterns and color from

13
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the outside, from the charigTn-giircitiment-i-t-focuses upon. This-perhaps

gives an even better analogy of what I am trying to bring out. That is,

there ,ate elements within the structure of a person that are a part of his

total being, his total life experience. These are played upon constantly
by the external -input through his senses. The person's creativity depends,
then, on his ability to relate not only what he already has within him, but
also that which comes from outside him. Education has the responsibility
of.developing this relational ability in addition to -- not inste0 of --
the ability to fill up the'mental bucket with knowledge.

Lack of Emphasis on Imagination: Although teachers show an increas-

ing awareness of the need and the oppo,tunities for encouraging creative be-
havior, .our presenteducational system to a large .extent still overlooks the

intentional enhancement of such behavior. Frank Williams (1963), summariz-

ing a variety of investigations, stated that the studies have been consistent
in ' .eir findings about the frequency of certain behaviors between teachers
and pupils. Approximately one-quarter to one-half of the total classroom

time was spent in telling students what to do. Another quarter was spent in

prbviding information, much of it adminsitrative. Only five percent was de-

voted to reinforcement of che students' responS'es.. (Reinforcement for creative

responses was almos' completely lacking.) In addition, the teach'ers allotted
only Mout one-and-one-half percent of the classroom time to decision-making

functions.

RESEARCH ON THE NURTURE OF CREATIVE BEHAVIOR

Harold Ru.:g (1963) wrote: "We have nad millions of hours devoted

to training in solving problems by'reasoning, but almbst nOne devoted to cul-

tivatiOn of the imacjination." Fortunately, we are finding increasing empha-

sis today on development of creative behavior -- largely because of research

findings in recent years. This research suggests that teachers can do two

'things to mhance the .individual's creative potential. First of all, we can

help the individual gain an understanding of past influences -- his background,

experience, habits, etc. -- on his present behavior. We are thus helping him

to percei've himself as a creative being and to get rid of internal blocks to

Creative functioning. This perception is analogous to removing a governor from

an automobile,; the horsepower remains the same but performance-increases. ,Per-.

haps it :accomplishes for the "mentally well" what the psychiatrist attempts for

the "mentally ill" in bringing the individual closer-to.functioning at full

potential.

Environmental Freeways: Secondly, we can provide present environ-

mental condition-Tin the classroom, on the job, etc.) that encourage creative

functioning. We are then removing external blocks to creatiVe behavior, just

as we might remove road-blocks frOM the path of an automobile. A driver on a

freeway can use more of his car's 'potential than he can on a narrow, obstructed

road; the individual can use more of his potential when.he is in a creative

climate. Note, however, that the internal governor must be removed before

the environmental freeway can effect a change in behavior. It is well to add

that the individual must learn to he his own governor. He must learn to adjust

4



to a twisty, bumpy, obstructed road when it is necessary to do so. Cultural

conditioning :internal tzes--this -governor, but culture-has not done_ a__sati&-..

factory job,in teaching a person how to use it with appropriate flexibility.

Deliberate Educational Programs: Research evaluating specific
educational programs de:..igned to release internal blocks (as a meari,) of

shaping optimum creative behavior) is increasing rapidly. Although the

distinction between internal and external blocks May be somewhat artificial,'
it appears to be a useful way of categorizing these many related studies.
Our recent bibliographic search.has uncovered over forty studies evaluating
.4)rograms for teaching students to improve their, sensitivity; fluency, flex-
ibility, originality, elaboration and related abilities.. These investiga-

-i tions range from the retarded level to the gifted level, and from the first
grade through college and adult education. Studiesof adults have involved
subjects from such diverse groups as military officers, teachers and industrial
personnel.

Consistent Findings: Approximately ninety percent of the total
number indicate that subjects' creative,-productivity levels were significantly
increased by deliberate educational programs. A number of informal and un-
published studies include similar findings, so the bulk of the research is'
quite consistent and impr2ssive on'this question.

Subject-Matter Gains: In several investigations the creative-.

development training was incorporated in subject-matter:course or studied,

with respect to gains in normal academic.areas. No losses were reported in
any subject-achievement levels, and one study indicated gains in subject-
matter for experimental students over control students, as well as gains
in creative productivity (Sommers, 1961). An investigation by Veatch (1953)
showed gains in reading when'creative activities were part of the training,
and in another case (Torrance, 1962) training in creative thinking trans-
ferred to creative riting.

Personality Changies: Several investigators attempted.to tudy

changes in personality as a result of experimental ci:Airses. ChangeS:in the.'
'direction of the creative personality are evident in all but one of ten
different studies, but they do not appear to be as impressive as changes in

ability factors. Only a relatively few researchersliave scientificallY studied
personality aspects, and there appears to be less consistency in their results

than in findings on abilities.

Thinkiu Abiities: Francis Cartieronce declared that there is no
such thingbas creative thinking -- that there is only thinking; but thinking

occurs so seldom, he argued, that when it does we call it creative. A number.

of the studies in the literature focus on the development of these general

thinking abilities, which are required-by our definition of creative behavor
as involving quality as well as novelty of thought% Of ten studies evaluating

this type of educational program-seven demonstrated significant gains in general

thinking ability, critical thinking, problem-solving, IQ scores, etc., while

three were sOmewhat ambiguous.



Effects Persist: In investigations as the State University at, .

Buffalo, we-seem-to find a trend to stromer effects with greater exposure;

one study measured persistence. Increased produtiivity, as coMpared with

thatOf control students without training, was measured in subjects who had-

taken a creativity course from eight months to four years earlier. In a

study evaluating training,in the arts, Miles (1963) found persistence in a

change'of aesthetic attitude five months after training.

. Conclusions: Insofar as existing tests adequately measure creativity,

the evidence indicates that creative productivity can be increased. A few

studies further demonstrate transfer effects that extend beyond the existing

tests. However, the validity of training creative behavior will be more

firmly established when additional evaluative Studies are designed to meaSure

gains against ultimate criteria such as job performance. One,study (Simberg

and Shannon, 1959) has already shown significantly'greater gains in quantity

and quality of suggestions by trained groups, as measured by dollar awards,

when compared with an untrained control group.in thOsame suggestion program.

Need for Additional Studies: Further research seems to be most

needed in detenriiining transfer effects, in longitudinal studies to confirm

persistence ef.fects, and in determining personality effects. The need also

appears great fo'r designing and carrying out a full-scale evaluative experi-

ment that would-utilize and integrate all the known approacheS,to the develop-

ment of creative-intelligent behavior. Guilford's Structure-of-the-Intellect-

Model might provide the theoreticq) framework for such an experiment.

-Tested Programs: It appears that some people have experiences that

develop their facility in intellectual processes associated wi", -reativity

and intelligenCe. Research seems to dem6nstrate that we can ck jn educa7

titnal programs for manY of these experiences,.rather than merely waiting and

boping for them to happen Actual incremental progv'ms-, experimentally

tested, are already available .at the first grade (Anderson, 1965), sixth grade

(Olton, 1966), and twelfth grade or adult levels (parnes, 1966).

'Coordinated Program Needed: The need now is to develop educational

programs for all mental abilities instead of the relatively few that haxe recently

been experiMentally tested. These materials could then be developed into-a

coordinated training program in creative-intelligent behavior from.the kinder-

garten through graduate school.

RESEARCH ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS AFFECTING CREATIVITY

Reinforcement Increases Creative Behavior: There is usually a large

gap betweenvp individual's creative potential and his creE!tive productivity.

The deliberate educational. programs I just mentioned ,can help close the gap,

Such a climate encourages ind-Liduals to actualize their creative potential.

Making people anxious or fearful of their ideas, or restricting their ideas,

will usually lead to less creative behavior.
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TheSame Name for Different Things?: It- is very difficult ta de-

termine the meaning of research terminology like "permissive" and "directive"

teaching, or "low-controlling" -and "high'-controlling" teachers. Some studies

may evaluate the same.,variables, but major differences certainly exist in the
types of teaching or supervisory Procedures called by various names, or even
by the Same name, by different investigators. If we can generalize, however,

to the notion of "open" and "closed" teachers or supervisors -- idea-seeking

persons and those who categorically give all the ideas and information --
then the.studies do appear to offer convincing evidence that the former type

of teacher or supervisor (or the environment he creates) is significantly more-
conducive to growth iri student creative behavior. In a few studies cited, the

results of evaluative research.are unimpressive or equivocal, so that some in-

vestigators are reluctant to generalize (Wodtke 'and Wallen, 1965). The trend

of these studies, however,.does seem to favor the open type of teacher or
supervisor.

_

Deferred Judgment: Many studies have evaluated the efficacy of the
speoific principle of deferred judgmentas a means of releasing creativity.

This principle calls for deliberate deferment of judgment dUring idea-finding

in order to prevent premature judgMent from hampering imagination. Judgment

is applied only after a wide variety of alternativesare listed. This prin-

ciple nay be used by 'a single-persan thinking independently or by a group.

When used by egroup,:it is-popularly called brainstorming.

Arnold's Thesis.: Soma time ago John Arnold wrote a-short. piece
explaining how deferred judgment might be used by an individual. a group, or

an organization. -Arnold's broad conception of deferred judgment:suggests
that research on environmental variables might be studied with this focus,

and the literature seems to support his thesis: Arnold's idea seems implicit,

although got alwap; explicit, in many of the st6dies regarding general environ-

mental-factors effecting creative behavior. Deferred judgment (postponed, not

eliminated) is a broadly applicable set which tends.to provide the kind of

CTTMate that is facilitating to creative behavior. Furthermore, according

to a study'by Johnson and Zerboli6 (1964), practice in production of ideas

improved judgmental ability, while practice in iudgment did not imporve-either

idea-production or; ,kidgment..

The Recent Wallach-.Kogan'Study: The s'tudy by Wallach and Kogan (1965)

indicates that highly intelligent but rather non-creative subjects have a dis-

inclination, rathe',2 than an inability, to use their 'imaginations:- The sub-

jects were reluctant or fearful of being original, rather than unable to be

original. This finding is substantiated by a study of creativity and hypnosis

(Bowers, 1965), which investigated the hypothesis that many people have a

potential for higher creative performance which is blocked from expresSion by

defensivenes's. Thi2 hypothesis was confirmed. Such research supports the

notion that individuals have ideas but are reluctant to express them or even

to consider them..unless we provide an environment that gives them i mental

set different from their habitual s'et. We must provide either explicitly

or imOlicitly-a psychologically secure and free environment.



Extended Effort: Related closely to the deferment-of-judgment
principle is a theory that extended effortin producing ideas on a creative-
thinking problem tends to reward problem-solvers with a greater proportion
of good ideas among the later ones on their lists. My report on studies in
extended effort (Parnes, 1961) discusses.this'in greater detail. .Two reports
from the University of Michigan support the extended effort theory and its'
implicit deferred-judgment principle. In one of these studies, immediate
.stilution-mindedness was hypothesized to interfere with effective problem-
solving.. Hence experimental subjects were given instructions des,igned to
lessen the likelihood of immediate acceptance of an obvious solution, and
therefore to increase the likelihood of consideration of numerous alterna-
tives. Under these instructions, experimental subjects produced' over three
times as many solutions of superior quality (Maier and Solem, 1962). An-

other study showed the yalue of deferring and pressing for a second solution
(Maier and Hoffman, 1960)..

Summary: To summarize the research regarding deferred-judgment,
all but two of fourteen studies at a variety of-institutions have shown that--
more ideas and more good quality ideas are produced by subjects when using

deferred judgment tian when following conventional-thinking procedures., In

the two exceptions, neither procedure was superi6r. In a fifteenth study,
the results were ambiguous.

0

One furtherexception is interesting. All research I,have reviewed
on deferred judgment used college students or adults as subjects. Two other

studies-are reported at the elementarV' level. In'both cases, no differences
were found between deferred judgment and conventional thinking (Torrance,

1959: Cartledge and Krauser, 1963). As we-have all observed, youhg child-
-ren will produce original ideas whether encouraged to or not. They have not

yet learned t# fear their ideas as adults do.

Balanced Growth in Children and Adults: We have all observed
youngsters whose originality is boundless.as well as,,at times, reckless and

-dangerous. On the other hand we all know adults whose originality-has been .
reduced to sterility. Somewhere between these two extremes is the truly
creative ,i3erson. Deferred judgment frees'the adult from anxieties about his
ideas',. and thereby results in greater release of creative potential. In,the

relatively uninhibited child, this release,is evidently more'natural. .The
internal .governor has not been fully establlshed. fhe same studies with
children have" shown, however, that even first graders can be taught other
procedures which affect their .awareness and their associatiye processes, and
thus bring about an increased production of original ideas..

All studies to which. I have referred are.included in a complete
summary of research re the development of creative behavior in the Journal

,ofCreative Behavior, Vol. 1, No. 1 and 2., 1967.

FACILITATING.THE CREATIVE PROCESS
4.

,

Deliberate Methods: We are all familiar with thephenomenon of a
"flash"'solution that occurs when we are detached from conscious attention



to a problem -- that part of the creative process termed "incubation". Yet

.not eVeryone is aware that new fruitful associations can be made to occur
while we are consci,ously attempting to work out a problem solution. In

other words, deliberate methods can be used to release the latent creative
power within individuals -- to put the student in better communication with
himself. And practice_with these methods can translate mere understanding
of them into appreciation and accomplishment. These assertions are supported
by the theories and research findings I have 'discussed.

Two General Approaches: The creative process, to reemphasize in
SiMplest terms, might be described as the fresh, meaningful association of
elements from our knowledge and exper:erce.- Hence, the fundamental purpose

. .

of a program to nurture .creative behavior is to'facilitate the effective use ,
.\

aF,a perscp's associative abilities. An individual can increase the number
,of his associations in two general ways: (I) feed his brain the fuel required
for it to operate at full capacity and (2) remove the brakes that stop his. .

associative mechanisms from functtoning naturally.

Required Fuel: The fuel for wit- associative mechanisms is the sen-
sory impressions we bring to our brain. The more data we supply the brain,
the more interrelationships it-can create. However, the quality of associa-
tions is dependent on both the quantity and.dchness.of in,Out. Therefore the
development o-` acute awareness and sensitivity is ap important aspect in the
cultivation of creative talent. This includes the ability to discern relation-
ships that are not readily obvious or apparent. It implies the development of

a wide curiosity that will increase the likelihood of discovering,connections
between remote fields or areas of interest and activity; the more seemingly
remote the relationship, the more the likelihood of originality in the idea,.

Removal of Bra'kes: The removal of brakes relates to the variety of
blocks mentioned earlier as both internal and external kripediments to creative
functioning. Basically the elimination of these blockS is'accomplishecFbY
providing the individual with complete freedom for mental. exploratton. '14hat
is being done in creative problem-solving programs is placing the individual
in an environmental setting which allows for complete self7accepthnce. This'

includes not only freedom from'concern for the reactions of o-qhers, but also
the Willingness to defer his own judgment of his ideas during the exploration
process. 'Furthermore, to use psychologist L. L. Thurstone'S terminology, we
show him the value of "inhibtting his impulse" to act on his first idea.

Creative Climate: The basie-framework of a creative education pro-
gram provides the environmental turnpikes on which the individual tan travel
once he is released from the governors which have held back the flow'of his

raw imaginative processes. He Can travel to his own "mental library" and his
own "mental machine-shop".

INCUBATION

At this point ic is important to consider the phenomenon of incuba-
tion' in relation to conscioUs processes. The mebtal processes described above

can be facilitated consciously and deliberately. As we focus upon a problem
and search for ideas, we4my conscimisly defer judgment and allow full flow



to our associative processes. Or the associations may occurin the pre-

conscious, before awareness, as during incubation. In a sense, the delibert

ate, conscious efforts at° making fresh associations may be considered an

attempt to replicate what seems to be the unconscious or preconscious

phenomenon of incubation; for-incubation...enables...our minds_to attend to_

items of ,our past experience while we focus Consciously upon other items 17

our present awareness. Links may thus be formed which are overlooked when

we search consciouslY for relationships. The conscious mind is limited in

the number of ideas it can attend to at one time. Subconsciously, however,

the mind is capable of much additional activity.

Incubation and Deliberate Processes: Since we cannot observe the

unconscious, it seems very mysterious and unexplainable to us. Therefore,

I have tried to explain to myself the phenomenon of incubation by relating

it directly to my earlier comments as follows:, An individual attempts to

make as many relevant associations as possible to the.problem at hand. He

feeds his associative mechanisms'the best fuel for optimum operation,,and

he defers,judgment so as to "remove,the brakes." In a sense, incubation is

related to'both of those endeavors. In order to allow for what. is called in-

-cubation, the individual must get away from direct involvement in the problem '

fora.period of time. By thus detaching.himself, he has, you might say, de-

feri-ed judgment or closure on the problem. As the problem "simmers",in the

back of the mind -- "on his back burner" --,he attends to other things 'and

allows his senses full play Upon his total environment.

With respect to consideration of the problem, it-might be reasonable

to suppose that the Person is in a.sort of hypnotic state; thatis, he nas

given himself the suggestion to work on the problem and has then put it out

, of his consciousness. All input from.his environment bombards the fringes of

the problem. Suddenlyone-element- -connects with an element of the Problem.

and,triggers it up into momentary awareness. Perhaps this occurs.in much the

same way as a very remqte association is suddenly formed when one consciously

,attempts to produce ideaS" under deferred judgment. But note that-the idea

would not occur if the elements needed for the connection were not implanted

-Fri the mind prior to incubation. Without the requisite links in-my mind, I

could be bombarded with.apples'while under a tree yet never come up with,the

law of gravity

'PRAtTICE ELEMENT

With respect to all that I have, said, the practice element seems to

be crucial to cultiyating creative Pehavior. Understanding intellectuallythe

principles and theories I bVe discussed inregard to creative behavior isa

differentmatter from effectively internalizing them. Attending a lecSure on

physical education is not the -same as.attending a program for physiCal education.

Likew;se, studying creative behavior to understand it is gUife a different matter

from practicing it. Hence, almost any program designed to nurtUre creative be-

havior will of necessity provide practice.in applying the principles I have
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discussed. Jerome Bruner (1960) claims, "It is my hunch that it is only
through the exercise of problem-solving and the effort af discovery that
one learns.the working heuristic of discovery..."

Experience Doubled Output: Courses will typically provide good
-deal-of practice irt__deferning4ucigment,:in playingwith ideas and forcing
nevrelationships, in alternating between involvemenf With and detachment
from the problem. Striking evidence of the value of such.practice ex-
perience, was provided by a comparison study of novices and those experi-
enced-with the use of deferred judgment at Sate University af Buffalo.
Even though both group's were given the intellettual set to, defer judgment,
relate freely, strive for-quantity of alternatives, etc., the experienced
subjects, equivalent in all bther respects to the naive group, out-produced
the novices (in the same length' of time) approximately two to one on both
quantity and buality of ideas in solution to a problem. The results were
highly significant statistically.

Knowing versus Doing: Furthermore, I feel that it may be more;than
a matter of the sheer practice that increases one's creative ability-. I' .

question whether a person can'fully understand 7---fully appreciate the

Meaning of conceptslike deferred judgment until he internali2es them. As

Wallace AndrewS, an instructor of creative problem-solving courses, says, "You
can learn all yOu want to about Freud, but sooner or later you have got to go
out with girls." Knowing and doing are two different thingS.

Resist Change: Moreover, when unaccustomed to it, the person may
find'strange and -uncomfortable the type of thinking that is required for
maximizing'the uncommon associations in creative thought. He may have lived

too long in the cultural cocoon. Ashley Montagu once quipped that all man
wants nowadays is a womb with a view:

A PROGRAM FOR NURTURING CREATIVE BEHAVIOR

Ope instructional Program Which follows the theories, research
findings and underlying principles I, have discussed has been developed by the
Creative Educaf.ion.Foundation Over a period of years at State University at

Buffalo. After a humber of years of informal experimentation.and develOpment
of course materials, more formal research began in 1957. From then until 1963
the.material was refined, tested and-aYrT§Tantly revised in a wide variety of

college and adult classes. It was then subjected.to a three-year period of
experimental programming research, which resulted in the development of better
sequencing andoresentation in order to allow for optimum.understanding and '

performance by the student. Performance, of course, is a key word here, inas-
-N,Muchas the course calls for repeated practice in creative functioning under
Nap exemplary blimate,for this.type of behavior. Growth can thus be observed,

and measured-as the course progresses.

N:Aaproximdtely 700 students (adults, co.iege undergraduates and high
schodl seni rs).were involved during the lat three-year series of six major

-16-
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revisions. 'The changes were required as a result of research into student
ability to cope with the course materials during self-study. The results
finally demonstrated that the revised material could'be adequately understood
and successfully followed by students working alone. The detailed testing
called for students to write out their ideas At every place where the present
course calls for classroom responses or discuSsion.

After the described evaluation, the matettal was then a de-

tailed instructor's manual by instructors who taught students creative problem-
solving in a normal classroom situation. That is, the instructors spoke the
portions-that,the students had read When studying alone, ard asked the students
to respond aloud most of the time.rather than tc respond always in ,Writing (as
'in the self-instructional version). Furthermore, opportunity for interaction
was allowed among students and instructor in the regular classes, although the
instructors', for research purposes, did not deviate in any way from the material
in the manual.

-The results, of'evaluative research showed that such an instructor-
presented Course was more effective than the same course taken by the.studeht
as a self-instructional program, but'that both increased creative behaVior.
significantly. Furthermore, the self-study students did not enjoy the course
nearly as much as did.the students of the instructor-taught program. However,.

even though the instructor-taught students found the course more interesting
and-felt, they gained more from- it, both' groups increased their creative be-
havior significantly and, in their total comments, appeared to report equal
application of what they had learned. Both seemed also to feel that they would
applY it equally well in the future.

CONCLUSION

Automation and Education: In conclusion I would like to point out
the relationship of deliberate emphases on the cultivation of cteative talent
to the whole question of automation.and what is happening with ourincreasing -

leisuretime. When I hear people bemoaning the fact that automation may swallow
up jobs, I untlerstand the short-range problem bUt am frustrated because Of the
overlooked opportunity that is provided for education to beome life's primory
purpose. If We could expose people from "cradle to grave to the kind of ed--
ucationa) process where they are accustomed to tapping their own resources,
then everyone might experience the excitement of intellectual inquiry thrOugh7,
out life. The more we could then. automatei thus freeinq'people .to'experience
this, the more exciting and meaningful life could become for everSigne,_

. Excitement of Self-Discovery:. It seems that "self-discovery".:can

become the prime raison d'etre. If we can develop a kind of creatiVt,educa-
tin Which provides its'own repson for being,'its own self--st4mulati*, then
the person's entire life could be built around the intense desire to learn:
Just aS the research scientist finds the process of discovery on the fringes
of knowledgetote such a source of excitement and'self-fulfillment to him,



we may be able
level, through
creative experi
absorb, providi

r.'

to provide the same §elf-realization for everyone, at his own

a new kind of learning. Life would then be one continuous

ence, a flowing and a Merging pf what we hae With what we
ng fully-for what Maslow calls "self-actualization."

When someone once asked Leonardo da Vinci what his greatest accom-
plishment was, he replied, "Leonardo da Vinci.'

-

andpkincip&zundetfying
many in6tkuctionae phoghams-TOT-d-teiTUTptng---ch-ecv.tive---

phoductivity,. Dh. PaAne,s'cl6ed excetpts 6hom Guide to
Cheative Action, copyhighted and pubazhed by Chattes,
.Sctibneks Sons (New Yohk) in 1971. Those penson4

in.te-,tested in V. Paknes' ,succe6qat appZication o6
teseah0c-based theonies ahe-ditected.to the Guide,

not omty Oh an expan4ion o6 the ideaphesented he/Le,
but Oh a deta,Leed in4tkuctional_ phogham, oh Zes,son

pfan, lio;L guiding 6tacknts in the wcactice o6 incAea6-
6/g nlodqctive ckeative behavim.
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Many social critics have referred to the efforts in gifted-education
as typical of the pendulum swing in fleeting moments f educational innovation.
Tannenbaum, a professor at Columbia, in his article entitled A Backward and
Forward. Glance at the Gifted, compares America's efforts in gifted education
to a rocking chair--always in motion, but going nowhere. Using Tannenbaum's
analogy, today's educators do appear prepared to "rock forware for excellence,
reminiscent of national efforts folloWing the launching of Sputnik, after nearly
ten years of sporadic attention tothe needs of the gifted and talented children
anH youth.

Coupled with this new interest is a broader definition of gifted in
the Office of Education in Washingtbn, D.C., as follows:

Broad Definition of Gifted:

Gifted and talented children are those identified by professlonally
qualified persons who by virtue of obtstanding abilities are,capable
of high performance. These are children who require differentiated
educational programs,and services beyond those, normally provided by
the reqular school prO4ram in order to-realize their contribution
to self and society.

Children capable of high perfOMahce include those with demonstrated
achievement and/or potential ability in any ofNthe following areas:

General intellectual ability
Specific academic.aptitude

. Creative or pPOductive.thinking
Leadership ability
Visual and performing arts
.Psychomotor ability

The Office of Education definition is not entirely free from f lts;.

but the definition does serve an important function in,that it commits educ ors

to a multi-dimensional concept of talent and to the development of educationa
programs that will stimulate a wide range of gift's instead of a strictly:cogni-

the fifty-five projects that are being funded by the Office of Education in
tive approach. The spirit'of the federal definition is currently reflected.in

fiscal.year 1976.

Multiple Identification Criteria.

In most C.Ases the abstract definition has been transposed into a -

functional definition that includes multiple criteria. The following dimen-
sions or procedures dre being utilized:

Parental recommendation and judgment
: Peer evaluation and nomination
Teacher evaluation and nomination
-Evidence of achieVement .(standardized measures and areas
valued by subculture)



Performave outside the normal school environment
Bilingual capability
Evidence of creativity

ability to improvise with commonplace materials
ability to express feelings and emotions
enjoyment and Ability in creative movement Or visual arts

or music
richness in imagery or informal language
well-developed sense of humor

Evidence of leadership ability

A variety of testing and interview instruments are being used as
additions or replacements for standard instruments. Some of these are Taylor's

Alpha Biographical Inventory, Renzulli-Hartman's Checklist, Bruch's Abbreviated
Binet, Torrance's CreAtivity Test as well as GUilford's Structure of the Intellect.
And in many cases state and local agencies, in order to include more culturally
diverse stUdents, are judging the children and youth relative to cultural or
community norms, not national norms. .

This upswing Or,surge of interest in gifted and talented edkation is
also due in part to the creation of a federal Office of Education for Gifted
and Talented in Washington, D.C., and the 1976 allocation.-of 2.56 million dollars
in program development money.

Pioneer Efforts

These federal jifforts are serving to.reaccentuate pioneer efforts ir

gifted education, such as the much acclaimed P.S. 43 project in New York City,
which was later expanded into the even more highly celebrated Higher Horizons
program.

As'educators consider the neglect of talent and particularly talent
in the inner city with.the culturally diverse and underprivileged, the early
work of Marian Goldberg end Harty Passow at Teachers College with underachieving

gifted is being re-examined.. Classic model prOgrams, such as the Bronx High
School of Scierr:e and Virgil-Fla Ehrlich's,-Creative work with the very young
gifted and talented in New York City, are being scrutinized for possible direc-

-tion and extrapolation by pther areas. And lastl Y, the impact of community in-
volVement as evidenced by -Seymour Spiegel's School Within a School (SWAS), a
community-run school, Js being monitored, particularly the active participation

that the community plays in teacher.Selection, curriculum development and other

components of school policy.

Tap Teacher/Student Talent

This new surge of interest and activity in the area of the gifted is

an opportunity to develop and locate.talent not only in the gifted and talented-

youth but in our teachers as well. Many thousands of talented educators have

left the ranks of teaching, disgruntled and disgusted with de facto segregation,

low achievement in their students, and what seems to be overwhelming classroom

discipline problems. One could also mention here that many of the talented

students have also fled education, equally diSgruntled and disgusted. .The

statistical data on school dropouts or "pushouts" as prefer to call them,

indicates that approximately 10 per cent of.the projected 7.5 million dropouts
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in this decade will have IQ scores within the top 25 per cent of the population. ,
The largest percentage of these dropouts will be those who are culturally
different. This is talent we as a nation cannot afford to lose, either in the
ranks of the teachers or the students. It is just too much talent needlessly
lbst!

.Teacher/Peer Relationships

Where do we begin as educators to capitalize on this new interest in
gifted and talented? r would suggest that we begin our focus on the face-to-
face teacher and pupil action in the claSsroom. It is extremely imPortant that
the entire school be behirid the gifted program.- One way to help develop this
commitment is to hold intensive workshops for teacher's and administrators tb,
discuss and discover the nature and. needs of gifted children and for.a program..
These workshops should be practical, hands on experiences utilizing, whenever
possible, the.expertise and excitement of teachers and administrators in the
districts. Teachers should be helped to develop classroom strategies needed'
to teach gifted and to develop racial and cultural awareness so.as to be better
able to work with the culturally diverse gifted, particularly in inner cities:

The importance of the climate for'achievement and self-awareness or
healthy growth incli.viing 'both emotional and intellectual growth Should also
be stressed in the workshops. The introduction of a dynamic,gifteg program
in a school system my well provide another hance for not only fhe able pupils
who have_been turned off by traditional lockstepped programs, but for the
average and ,below averaqe students as welT.

The teacner of the gifted should be able to effect four basit inter-
actibns with students: 1) empathic understanding, 2) caring, 3) genuineness
in the relationship; and 4) trust. These four, traits are basically the character-
istics of a facilitator as delineated by.Carl kogers in his theory of,personality
growth and developme.,it. In interactions in which understanding, caring, genuine-
ness, and trust abound, both gifted students and teachers will thrive and grow.

.4

USE' OF SOI

In the gifted program, educators also need to conside'r that all indi-
viduals differ greatly and gifted individuals differ within themselves as a
grdup., The,theoretinal contribution of J. P. Guilford in his Structure of
Intellect (SOI) can be used to bnth conceptualize, identify and plan curriculum
activities for gifted and talented. In his Structure of Intellect, Guilford
identified five.broad intellectual operations: cognition, memory, divergent
thinking, convergent thinking and evaluation. Each of these operations may take
as many as 24 different forms, depending upon the "Content" of the operation
(figDral symbolic, ',emantic,.behavioral) and upon the nature of the "product"
of the operations (ur,its, classe, relations, systems, transformations, implica-
tions).

Guilford's work can Provide a guide t& mental attributes -that can help
shape a dynamic classroom for gifted students. In Guilford'..s scbeme, two con-

traspng categories of mental operations take place, that of convergent thihk-
ing, one s seeking right answers under specifled 'rules or conditiOnS. A student
may be given a theory or po-Aulation and then asked to work out a iogital im-
plication.for thought or action. While in,divergent thinkingone would require
students to think up their own postulations. Einstein sPeaks of the two thought
processes as ftllows: "The fOrmulatinn of a problem is often more essential
than its solution, which may be merely a Matter of mathematical or experiMental
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skill. 'To raise new questions, new possibilities, to regard old problems
from a new angle, requires creative imagination and marks real advance in
science."

The enthusiasm, and if you will, excitement of Einstein'can be
shared by gifted students who are given an opportunity to engage in both
types of thinking.

Peer Interaction

In an egalitarian society such as the United States of America,
it is)difficult for many educators to consider'groupingthe gifted. The,

fear of superior developmentand performance cOupled with superior attitude
looms as educational intervention, for gifted is discussed at most educational
planned meetings. The benefits.and detriments have been researched and dis-.
cussed by many authors and the findings are fairly inconclusive, other than
to show,that gifted studentsA0 stimulate one another. .The culturally di-
verse gifted child in particular needs to be able to Work with others Of his
or her level jn order to reap'the stimulation of.higher Standards.

One way o? grouping gifted in such a manner that it can allow for
flexible interaction with all students is to include options for both horizon-
tal and vertical ability level enrichment. This would allow for special
interest or study groups of gifted to meet for a Portion of the day and still
reMain with the majority of students the rest of the day. Another wayto
handle the problem would be to allow gifted students to leave the campus for'
part of the day and work in the community.

The importance of the gifted student working at his or her own pace
with.other gifted students of similar needs and characteristics cannot be over7
emphasized--it it crucial for the success of the gifted Trogram! Gifted child-

ren by their very psychological nature, Including characteristics of inquisitive-

ness, gregariousness, empathy, high energy level, high vocabulary and reasoning -

level, need to !Aretch their "mental muscles" with one another some part of the

day. Just as none of us would freely hobble a race hOrse, we certainly should

not freely hobble .our.gifted.

Adapting to Learning Styles

Much discussion is currently being given in educational circles to

cognitive style and that usually refers to a person's mental set or his or her

habitual approach to the daily world. For instance, do you tend to be fairly

concrete iR your thinking or abstract, analytical or intujitive? Do you tenct,

to arrange ideas in.narrow categories or broad categories? Do you view problems

in ri
logical fashion, building on known theories, or do yOu strike out on your

own, testing your own ideas?. Are you "hand-minded" or "eye-minded?" Can yOu

learn,betterby seeing, hearing, seeing and hearing, or doing? Do you like to

work alone or with small groups?

All of the above questions would tend to tell us something of you

learning style and yet over the years we have tended-as educators to treat all,



Youngsters, including the gifted, as if there were only one way of learning,
usually the way we were teaching. Only recently have educators taken cog-

nizance of learning styles.

Adapting to TeachingStyles

, And what you might ask of teaching styles, such as lecture,indepen-
02nt study, inquiry, recitation and so on. These different teaching styles
can often be matched to learning styles to excite a lagging gifted youngster's
desire to learn and a lagging teacher's desire to teach.

rnthary.

In siimmany, through emphasis on creating an intellectual atmosphere
or climate where there is interest in ideas and emphasis on higher thought
Processes with high student/teacher involvement, there will-be talent develop-
ment in both students and teachers--a challenge wcirthy of the best in all of.
us.
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The topic of gifted education is once more moving back into educational

stthiemuLlea

favor and attention. The federal government has
ition for the first time , we have an explosion of parent groua

ted to Pass legisla-
Ps interested,in this

'topic, and states:are taking action, -- stimulatebdeebny Tra,fing jn-

stitute actions. \ .,

dership

With the increased attention the gifted are receiving, those of us who
are concerning ourselves with the gifted can no weeP about how everybody

neglects'-us. In one wa
longer

Y, there is a great advan tage in not having the burden of
the program to carry out. There are no responsibilities to Worry about, no per-
formance Criteria to live up to, .and we can alway s be virtuous as we comp lain
about how no one appreciates us. With the increasing support now from
government and from state efforts, we musttthink about delivering a quality product,

the federal

and we must /state clearly ard directly what our Purposes are.

A few weeks ago 1 had a case to discuss with a group of very stimulating
young people called the presidential Scholars.. The Presidential Scholars program
'is a device to recognize outstandingscholars by Picking two m each state and

bringing them tO Washington for thre6' days for a
frof

interviews and events

with governmental officials: I. will tell You wha

round o
t I told them. Namely, that in

the three days that they will be visiting congressmen's offices and the
House end assorted government offices,- they will be told how they are the future
of the nation, how everyone is del i,ghted with their academic

arti-leith

White

and

Jooking.eagerly to their contributions to society, but that tr)eerfroerall is that

the United States has very mixed feelings about talent. In fact, America has a

love-hate relationship-with talent. On one hand, we do.reve e the achiever, and

we love to say,'"Where but in Amerfca can some Person bo rn Tn
r

a little log cabin

become president, etc., etq." At the same time, we have major concerns abeibt

children.

egalitarianism, we worry lest someone should get any more than..anyone else, that

there should be no special privileges for special intellectual elite.
We are suspicious that some parents will use Prog rams for the gifted to
thumbs.on the scale and -.r,,et special favors for their own

people, no

4

Put their

, Nowhere is the basic ambivalence more clearly seen

t-haanny

ment of special educational provisions for the One of the standard questions

that anybody in this field gets from audiences is,
gifted.

establish-

for gifted children?" I've come to answer that
"Are there :npeOcuiral schools

different way since

I have hd'i a chance to practice my answer over a

question in a
of time. The answer

is, "Yes, there are hundreds and thousands of special,schools
tanfoWe don't calI them 'gifted schools'

for gifted c4ildren.
lona period

the UniversityHarvard Law School, the North Carolina Graduate Program/in
; we call them School, the,the S

of Illinois chemistry Program, etc. When we.get to higher education, we stop fool-

t'd Medical

'-'nglish,

ing around, and we say excellence is needed in this sotiety: We have, in fact,
provided the broadest spectrumc'of higher education opportuni ties of any country. in

Lhe-world. These programs are undeniably reserved fdr those, students who are the

very best b importaakause we do accept then, at that age, the nce of nurturing tal-

ent. After all, some of uS may need a good lawyer from to time, oth6rs'may

need an excellent surgeon, others would like to get some good advice from a psy-

chiatrist. But at the lower educational levels, at the elementary schools, the.

problems of egalitarianism manifest themselves iq'a

time

gre?t degree, and make local
school administrators nervous about any visible effort to stimulate the best stu-

dents. Sometimes satire is the best way to illustrate the Positions we find our-

selves-in.
a



The concerns and problems of the society are often better stated by
novelists than by professors. Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. has written a story that
carries one of the common feelings about the gifted to a logical conclusion in
a short story entitled Harrison Bergeron set in some future society.

The year was 2081, and everybody was finally equal.
They weren't only equal before God and the law, they
were equal in every which way. Nobody was smarter
than anybody. No one was better looking than anybody
else.

The reason for this enforced equality was that peopl;who were out-

standing in various ways were given handicaps. Those that could dance had to
wear sandbags on their feet, those who were strikingly good looking would have
to wear a mask so as not to embarrass those who did not have those characteris-
tics. And those with high intellectual ability?

George, while his intelligence was way above normal,
had a little mental handicap radio in his ear. He

was required by law to wear it at all times. He was
tuned into a government transmitter. Every twenty
seconds or so, the transmitter would send out some
noise to keep people like George from taking unfair
advantage of their brains. (p.7)

Many other viewers of the social scene are concerned about what might
happen if indeed somebody did pay special attention to the gifted in order to
exploit their talents. That circumstance is presented in a novel by &inn Hersey
called The Child Buyer. In this book Hersey describes a futurwworld in which a
If corporation, with major gov,ernment connections, is interested in buying the
br ghtest child in town. The following describes the situation as the vice presi-
dent of the corporation tpeaks:

My purpose? I buy brains. When a_commodity that you
need falls in short supply, you haVe to get out and
hustle. I buy brains. About eighteen months ago my. .
coMpany, United Lynphomilloid of America, Incorporated,
was faced. with an extremely difficult problem - a pro-
ject of a-long-range government contract, fifty years,
highly specialized and top secret, and we needed some
Of the best minds in thercountry, and we looked around,
and we found some minds that had certainly been excellent
at one time, but they had been spoiled by education.

And so the company"with itS"own ideas about how to produce an educated
person buys bright children from their parents and takes them off to the corpora-
tion.

These tOo very different concerns represent major societal and valUe

issues.

Let t,s take another set of recommendations as evidence of our continu-
ing public vacillation on these issues.



1. Classes should be formed in all cities where a
sufficient number of gifted children are so situ-
ated that they can.with reasonable convenience be
brought.4together. The work should be conducted
according to the enrichment plan For at least an
experimental period.

2. The Commissioner of Education of the United States
should be requested to promote in such ways as he
may find practicable, the consideration of the prob-

lem of gifted children 1.:iroughout the United States.

3. StepsEshould be taken'to acquaint,every teacher,
either in service or prospective, with the prob-
lem of the gifted ch'ild, with the importance of
spe.' lal education and with the means and method
whe;sby she may, even in a rural school, give
some help and instruction -to'any bright child that
she may find in her group.

4. The Na'ciional Education Asso tion should be asked
to stress the importance of this matter to the
teachers and.administrators of our schools in order
that provisions may be made everywhere for helping

the gifted child.

5. Much research should be undertaken to solve,the
many problems connected with the education Of
gifted children and the administration of. special
classes for t0em. The psychology of childhood, of
learning, and of genius, are among the problems
that should be attacked. Much money, both public

and private, could be wisely turned'to subsidize
the trained investigator wherever he may be found.
(pp. 548-549)

While these recommendations could easily be made today, they in fact

come from the 1231 White House Conference on Child Health and Protection.

Since our public schools are a mirroll of our society we would expect

to find the same ambivalence and indecision about the gifted reproduced there,

and so we do.

One of the tasks that we face is to state clearly to anyone who is

interested why there needs to be special education for the gifted and what

such programs should be. It would be well if we could practice a tWo-minute

interview with the TV announcer on the 11:00 news. The basic question is,

"Why should we have special programs for the gifted?" These youngsters that

We call gifted have the ability to learn and to grasp ideas far in advance of

their age group. The regular education program cannot be expected, unaided,

to challenge these children; furthermore, gifted children come from all eco-

nomic, racial, and ethnic backgrounds.
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The reason why we should all be interested is that we all have a
stake in their future, because the solutions to our major societal and cul-
tural problems -- the economy, the population explosion, pollution, energy,
and our own drifting sense of purpose as a nation will not be solved by
a cavalry.charge or 3 Congressional resolution. It will be solved only by.
the hard, intensive work of the brightest and most highly motivated persons
in our society.

Schools can provide three major ways of changing the normal pro-
gram. First, they can change the content by making math or social studies
more sophisticated and more complex, and they can also introduce different
content, such as an organized course on ethics and morals in modern society.

The second major way for changing the program is to emphasize
skills th.at maximize treativity and teach specific strategies of problem
solving, such as the scientific method, so that the student understands.
that science is not "things" but a way of-thinking about the world.

Finally, we can change the learning environment to make it easier
to modify content and skills. This can be done through establishing a special
class for the gifteC or for a given conten specialty, or a resource room for
removing talented children for special instruction for a portion of a day or
through Saturday classes or through itinerant teachers. There are a wide varie-
ty of these procedur2s, all of which have a single purpose: .that is, how to
cluster together those youngsters with special talent tO allow them to practice
those talents just as we organize special programs for the athletes and musi-
cians in the schools.

Since no one can escape a comment on acceleration for the gifted,
I will make a brief comment. The total length of a Professional degree pro-
gram is getting to be .insufferable. Often the newly minted physidan or lawyer
is 30 years old or older beforeteginning productive work.

The research evidence is clear and dArect that an acceleration of
one to two years sGmewhere in that potential 20-24 yearS of schooling is not
harmfu to the students if they are chosen with some prudence.

One indication of a special problem of the gifted child may be seen
in the expressive behavior of Malcolm, age-thirteen. He is a good student but

,worries his teachers with his expressiveness. On a sentence completion schedule
some of his responses are revealing:

Boys . . . don't look upon life as. a serious matter
until they tecome men, and i.am beginning to see
there is more toolife than sex or money.

I feel . . like stoppina everything, to rearrang- the
situation of the world.

My rireates:t fear . . . is that someone will be foolish
,enough to ';tart a nuclear war.



I failed . . . English last year, for reasons Unbeknown
to me.

My father . ... believes in grades.

I . . . 'think these questions are blase.

My greatest worry is . . ..not being able to go to college.

I am sad when . . . I feel unwanted. ,

My room . . ..is not private. It is ransacked daily in the
name of "cleaning".

What I really want out of life is . . . to be able to see
things. To know what life is for, and to live it happily.

A poem that Malcolm wrote gives another indi,7ation'of his concerns:

I walked out on the world this.morning
Its hatred and its skies of gray.
I gave a f-iend my old phone number,
He might think to ring it someday.
Stopped in the park, bought a paper
The headlines were written in black.
They must Lave been mournin' the death of the future,
I read about two weeks back.

Time surely flies, as
Man surely dies.

He thinks he's as smart as the grass and the trees;
He has no tomorrow, and cries on his knees.

He made up his bed
Let him lie in it.

But he'll suffer a terrible fate
He didn't protect your interests
You're right.
He did nothing but hate.

The kings and the bishopS, the knights and the queens
All thrown to the fiery floor;

The pawns and.their children still .hiimble
Are shown to the sky and its golden door.

One major area .of potential program change lies in the specific
skills that one wishes the student to develop. In the case of the gifted,
ffieThnhancedent of such special skills as the ability to problem-solve and
to engage in productive thinking, to be creative, has been a recent U.S.
emphasis. This is a recognition of i.te rapidly changing world we live.in
and the great need to develop students who are f7exible in their thinking
Skills and their ability to identify problems needing solutions and ingenius
in proposing possible solutions.



As Silberman-(1970) has put it,

To be practical, an education should prepare a
man for a work that doesn't yet exist and whosie
nature cannot even be imagined. This can only
be done lv teaching children,how to learn and
by giving them the kind of intellectual discip-
line that will enable them to apply man's accu-
.mulated wisdom,to new problems.

Much of the work in the last'decade in education for the gifted
has been on devices to stimulate creative thinking, to produce novel solutions,
'and to learn the excitement of bringing something new into existence. Much Of

this in turn has been stimulated by the work of J. P. Guilford (1969) whose
model of the structure of intellect has been used as the basis for a large
number of educational attempts to stimulate youngsters in dimensions of di-
vergent thinking that seem related to the creative process. Divergent think-

ing, the ability.to think of many answers and unique solutions to problems,
has the:virtue of opening up an intellectual area, 'and allowing for intellectual
exploration that is not encouraged by mere factual or tightly structured prob-
lems given to the stident.

For example, "What would happen if everyone in the world were born
with three fingers and no thumb?" is an.example of a question stimulating
divergent thinking,.encouraging many different answers,. stimulating the child's
imagination. While such exercises, if kept in isolation, are only intellectual
games, divergent thinking can be used with important curricular questions.

Consider the question, "What would happen if the world's population
tripled in the next quarter of a century?" .This gives the student free rein

to explore a wide variety of dimensions and to begin thinking about issues
that need solutions. Since that particular proposition seems to be the best
estimates of the United Nations regarding potential population growth in the
world, it is appropriate that the best minds of the world should be spending
more than a casual amount of time on it and of thinking of all possible solu-

tions.

One of the more popular .skills to be stimulated for gifted students
has been related to the curriculum movement in the physical and social Sciences

in the 1960's (Martin and Pinck, 1966). It haF been Tabeled the "discovery

method". The virtues of the discovery method ' that the students themselves
are not told the larger ideas or principles to be discovered, but the mate ials'

and experiences are organized by the teacher in such a way that.the student
will come upon these larger ideas by themselves. This presumably duplicate ,

insome. measure, the scientist's excitement in discovering a new concept or idea,
and encourages an activist approach to learning rathe- than forcing the chiid .

to be a pass've receptacle of information.

Therefore, the basic skills that are stimulated in the programs for

the gifted itivolve extensive attention to the creative process, where the ex-
pectation is that something new and original will be produced, and in problem
solving, in which importint elements are put together to reach complex answers.
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The third major program element that can be changed.to meet the
special needs of children is that of the learning environment itself. These
changes are made to create a facilitating environment which allows'for certain

Tinstructional goals to be reached that otherwise would not be accomplished. .

The chan ge can range from a very minor one such as having a special teacher
meet With the gifted a few hours a week, to establishing a special school for
the gifted such as the famous Bronx High School of Science or-the Major Work
Program in Cleveland.

There is currently in American special education a philosophy of
the least restrictive environment which means the child should be moVed out
of the regular programs only to the degree absolutely necessary'and to return
the child to the regular program when those special needs have been met. There
is some feeling against the use of special schools or,special classes for the
gifted, if the same.results could be obtained through,a part-time spetial class
or a class with a resource teacher added who would work with gifted children for
a part of the school day:as does the music teacher or athletic coach.

Leta Hollingsworth (1942) a half century agoposed.a question: ."How

- shall a democracy educate its most educable? There-is no more important question
.in all American education." She was right and the question remains, if not un-
touChed, at least unresolved. I would like to ocus on one of the three dimen-
sions, content, as' an area most in need of further development. My thesiS is
that unless.special content becomes an integral part of the special.program the
emphasis on. skills and learning environment is largely wasted. Furthermore, if

the content is properly organized and presented it can be dbne in any number-of
environments so that the fuss over program structure is somewhat. spurious.

In the area of skills.it certainly is appropriate that the gifted child
be taught strategies of p-FaTi solving and creativity. However, in the end, they

.must be creative about something! Indmd, the study of creat-;ve adults (See Barron,
1969) shows that they are ophisticated individuals who have a true passion for a
given ubject.which they often satisfy Outside the school setting. They possess
personality characteristics to persiSt in the face of difficulty, and the ego strength
to ignore social pressures and criticism that is the essence of the ueative person,
not necessarily a person who possesses a bag of little cognitive tricks and games.

To spend literally months and years engineering a program of special
classes for the gifted {a change in the learning environment) and then pay little
attention to what content goes into those classes is analogous to the farmer
spending months preparing the soil on his farm and then being indifferent_to what
quality.seed he plants.there.

In area of content, 'che curricula, designed forthe gifted student
should be different from the average student in its greater stress on advanced
conceptualization and important ideas that cannot be easily grasped by students
at a similar age but of average or below average ability. The rapid expansion
of knowledge in all content fields:in recent years has led to an avalanche of new

information. Unless school curricula are carefully constructed,'and unless strict
self7discipline is practiced by the teachers, the student can be drowned in a pool
of interesting but distracting, facts and information.
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We need to be about the business of trying to synthesize the avail-
able information in various content fields into essential principles and ideas,

and theh designing educational experiences that will help the student grasp

these ideas. The rationale for this proposition of teaching the basic ideas

of the content field which formed the basis for many of the major curriculum

movements in mathematics, science and social science of the 19G0's has been

most concisely put by Bruner (1960).

The first is that understanding fundamentals makes a
subject more comprehensible. This is true not only

in physics and mathematics . . . but equally in the

social studies and literature. Once one has grasped

the fundamental idea that a nation must trade to live,

then such a presumably special phenomenon as the
Triangular Trade of the_American Colonies becomes
simpler to understand as something more than commerce
in molasses, sugar cane, rum, and slaves.

The second point relates to human memory. Perhaps the

most basic thing that can be said about human memory is

that unle:s detail is placed into a structured pattern,
it is rapidly forgotten. A scientist does not try to
remember the distances traversed by falling bodies in
different gravitiational fields. What he carries in .

memory instead is a formula that permits him to regener-

ate the details on which the more easily remembered formu-

la is based.

Third, an understanding of fundamental principles and
ideas appears to be the main road to adequate transfer

of training. .To understand somethiog as a.specific
instance of a more general case is to have learned pot
only a specific.thing but also a model for understand-

ing other things.like it that one] may encounter: (pp. 23-25)

Examples of how such synthesis of important ideas can/be done and,

in fact, the viability of the approach has been illustrated by twp

series produced by the BBC. The first_hy_Eenneth-Glark-DA-rivilisation (1970)

and the second_by_Bronowskt-on-the-AScent of Mao (1973): 5ach of these. series

.tried-tO take central ideas and major insights and build a set of.illustrative

exaMOles, conceptual linkages and consequences around them. Let me read a few

brief quotes from the Bronowski series, as'examples of major ideas that are

well within the grasp of gifted and talented from preadolescence. onward._

War, organized war, is not a human.instinct. It

is a highly planned and cooperative theft. And that

form of theft began ten thousand years ago when the
harvesters of wheat accumulated a surplus and the
nomads rose out of the' desert to rob them of what

they themselves could not provide.
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The architecture of things reveals the Structure
below the surface, a hidden grain, which, when
it is laid bare, makes it possible to take
natural formations apart to assemble them in
new arrangements. For me this is a step in the
ascent of man,in which theoretical science
begins.

The different cultureS have used fire for the same
purposes: to keep warm, to drive off predators,
and clear woodland, and to make simple transforma-
ions of every day life, to cook, to dry.and harden,

wood, to heat and split stones. But, of course,
the great transforMation that helped us-make our
civilization goes deeper: it is the use of fire to
disclose a wholly new class of materials, the metals.

Easter Island is over a thousand miles from the
nearest inhabited island . . . . Distances like that
cannot.,be navigated unless you have a model .of the
heavens and of.star position's by which to find your
way. people often ask about 'Easter Island, how did men
come here? They came.here by accident: ,that is not
the question. The question is why.could they not get
off? And the could not get off because they did not
have a sense of the Movement of the.stars by which. to
find their way.

.The horse and the rider have many anatomical, features
in common. But it is the human creature who' rides the
'horse, and not the other way about. There is no wiring
inside the brain that makes us horse riders. Riding
a horse is a comparatively recent:invention, less-than-
five thqusand year_so-l-d-:--An-dfet it has had an immense
influe-nCe, for instance, on our social.structure. Plas-
ticity of human behavior makes that possible. That iS
what characterizes us in our social institutions, of
course, and above all, in our books, because they are
the permanent products of the total interest of the
human mind.

The Support System

The follovrinq represents the major elements of what the author be-
.

lieves any substantial, program for the gifted must have in order to justify

itself a's a quality program.

There are six Major components that comprise an effective support

*stem. They are all familiar to educators but are rarelY found integrated
into an effective total program.



I. ContinuOus Inservice Training. It is.clearly pot enough tO

:merely identify uutstanding. teachers in the school system and assign then

to special programs for the gifted. Those teachqs need to be prepared to
provide specialized content knowledges and progra. matic skills that will
ailowctheato present the differentiated prograM that is.required.

.

In working with gifted students, a teacher who has a little bit of

knowledge can be quickly in deep trouble when these alert.and ambitious

students start pressing. It AS important, therefor", that 'any such' pro-.

grammatic effort involve a continuous and systematIc effort to upgrade the
skills and knowledges of the teacher's directly involved in the program.
Workshops and'institutes in content.areas such as mathematics or social
studies or in stimulating productive thinking would be examples of such

-training efforts.,

2. Leadership Training. Along with the continuous inservice train-
ing program it is important that a program of any considerable.size has re-
sponsibility for systematic program development. Leadership personnel would

organize and participate in inService traisOng programs, coordinate content
fieTds bringing the best of what we know in fields, such as mathematics or art
from the rest of the.educational staff or'the community, and provide the ad-

ministrative leadersn'ip for the program within the school System. It is in

preparing leadersnip personnel that universities can play their most important

part in the program (Gallagher 1966) betTe the universities should be the

source of new developments in content an'd knowledge and of effective pro-

gramming and skills that can be passed.on to the leadership persons. Inten-

sive summer workshops and training programs could be designed that would de-

liver those kinds of skills to people who would fill such leadership positions.

:Resgarch_and-Devellopmefft-.---There is a natural assumption that

-somew e-herTin some secluded laboratory on research center, important research

is being done that will produce new curriculum adVentures for the gifted. Un-

fortunately, this is not true. Money for specialized research in tIla education

of the gifted or special curriculum development has been almost nonlkisten't.

Recent educational priorities have gone almost exclusively to improving reme-

dial programs fOr students in educational difficulties.

What is urgently needed, particularly by those resource teachers

who are working with the gifted children, is .the development of self-contained

units that have conceptual: validity and which provide that kind of specialized

experience and insight to the gifted student that they would not be capable of

obtaining through the regular programs. Many of these units could be developed

by teams of teachers led by knowledgeable curriculum specialists. This is the

.kind'of product that could be generated through intensive summer work if funds

were available.to support the establishment of four or five such curriculum

teams.

4. Technical Assistance and Communication. The.author in a previ

nus article fGallagher, 1974) discussed.the importance of establishing a con-

tinuing technical assistance program that would be available for program con-

sultation to school systems who wish specialized and individual help on their

own program development. Such a unit would provide help on a variety of needs

such,.as special curricula, the design and execution of evaluation programs,

so that the local school system can assure itself that it'is doing a creditable

job.
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Such a technical assistance system would feature a talent pool
of persons in the state who could be called on when a school system needed
a specialized talent not available on the technical assistance staff (i.e.
someone with specialized music talent)....A technical.assistance program
could be housed in a regional office:or a -uniVersity and its hallmark would
be the ability to respond to individual needs of local school systems in ,

programs for gifted.

5. State Leadership. One of the essential components of a total
program is a vigorous state leadership team. A leader in the state depart-
ment of education can find ways that the gifted programs can link with other
programs such as the new Title IV for innovative programs in education, career
education, culturally disadvantagechett:- In other words, it provides a solid
base for seeking additional resources to support programs for the gifted and
talented.

As visible spokesmen, the state department personnel can bring the
best of new ideas to the public and play a meaningful role in the area of
communications and technical assistance. In short, they provide the hub for
a total State program. when'that is combined with the inservice training,
leadership training, research and development, ahd technical assistance,
then one has a total program that contains the elements necessary for develop-
ing a quality program and for insuring that that quality program will continue
over time.

6. Public Policy Problems. If the preceding arguments for.support
services for programs for gifted make sense, then a major question remains,
wITY_are such services not implemented more often? The total cost of these
upport services rarely run more than 10 to 15 percent of the cost of the
t tal serviCe program .itself, and, therefore, do not seem in and of themselves
to be a major barrier.

\

. \

Two major reasons come to mind for the limited application of com-
prehensive support services. First, no single agency has responsibility for
all parts of the program. In fact, the authority is spread among a large
number of. agencies. The local schoof'systems, of course, have direct re-
sponsibility for the service program and want more resource teachers for the
gifted. Colleges and universities have respbnsibility for leadership training
and would like program support in this area, while state departments of educa-
tion are concerned about inservice training and techhical assistance.

The research and development program could occur anywhere, but
likely would be found in a large school system or university. As in most

such cases, since no state agency has direct responsibility for research, very
little seems to be.oCcuring.

In .addition, there has.been recent interest at the national level,
with the first piece of federal legislation ever identified for gifted students
specifically appearing as.a sectidn in the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1975. .This legislation was a direct outgrowth of a major review of the
national status of education of the gifted by a former U.S. Commissioner of
Education (Marland, 1972). '.Whether or not this legislation, which.provides
resburces for leadership training, demonstrations and pilot projects, will be
merely SYmbolid (little moneyappropriated fOr implementation) or whether it
represents a first step.in a mbre mature approach to this topic remains to be

seen.
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In the end, it is likely that any substantial movement forward on
public school programs for the gifted.depends less on the accomplishments of
professional educatorq,and more upon how the American society can resolve,
these conflicting feelings they have about the most talented among us. A

quote by Toynbee (1968) is appropriate here.:

The creator h:s withheld from Man the shark's teeth,
the bird's wings, the elephant's trunk, and the
hound's or horse's racing feet. The creative power
planted in a minority of mankind has to do duty for
all the marvelous physical assets that are built into
every specimen of Man's nonhuman fellow creatures.
If society fails to make the most,of this one human
asset, or if, worse still, it perversely sets it-
self to stifle it, Man is throwing away his birth-
right of being the Lord of creation and is condemn-
ing himself to be, instead, the least effective species
on the face of this olanet.
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the immigrants to deal effectively with their new country. This emphasis led

the focus toward understanding one's neighbor and society in general.

Sputnik and attending concerns pushed the country's educators into
projecting the natural and social sciences. The federal government entered
the educational arena by helping fund the natural sciences, mathematics and
foreign languages. Concurrently, parents and community people began to chant
"Johnny Can't Read". Many individuals felt that schools had neglected the
basic essential skills. As an outgrowth of this period intensive curriculum
work was achieved resulting in programmed and computer oriented instruction,
individualized instructional concepts and various large-small group instruc-
tional formats and additional new teaching strategies.

In the early sixties the push for proper implementation of integra-
tion and the corresponding search for methods to achieve a viable education
for the disadvantaged, alienated and/or underachievers created a search for
educational relevance.

Presently most American ecincators would agree that one of the fore
most objectives of teaching in the U.S. is to help create democratically

functioning citi7ens. However, we now realize that what people have been
taught and how they behave are not always congruent. For example, we have /

been exposed to honesty, equality and justice in our curriculum .(I think).

Can we say that there has been corr.sponding citizen behavior paralleling the
exposure? I suspect we would have to conclude that there is something wrong
with our exposure or somethlog remiss with the client (Learner).

Statement of Challeuc

With that historical perspective as a backdrop,. I wish to st6te a
very simple message today - Unless American education can demonstrate that it

desires to really teacn all peoples with equal fervor and intenfiity; unless
American education can demonstrate the real meaning of democracy (participa-

tory'dembcracy); unless the institctiOn called education:can "clean up its
act" and use the availatle and knewb research for humanity - America will con-

tinue to stumble, .plateau and evelitually dedine in world significance'.

jhose who believe in/humanistic principles of education i,Ust not bp

frightened -nor cowarded by th mjority that call for the_exclusivenes of
"Back-to-the-Basics".

It is obvious t6 ev yone in this rocm, that the world's problems are

not how much is 2+2,or t.he !,se of is not rather than ain't or some complex

scientific finding--buf that it is one of INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS of peoples

yet how much money ke .spend for understdnding each.other better? However,

we spend a "whole Vt- of money for reading, writing and arithmetic. We now

have Gifted and Ta/Tented Programs across this country. How much of it will be

used for humanistic educational approaches rather than the repetitious types we

normally project?

//
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In order to have a model humanistic educational setting that fosters

humanistic education for the Gifted and Talented, one must have a minimwr of

the following factors present:

I. a different type of humane educationa.1 leadership than presently

exists,
2. teachers who are learner and not subject oriented,
3. educators who sincerely desire parental and community

involvement,
4. educators who believe in, are committed to, and practice

participatory democracy concepts and,

5. beautiful learners who are simply themselves.

As previorisly mentioned, the ingredients necessary for this kind of
school must first address itself to the type of .leadership we project in our

schools. In order to have lasting changa one must.start at the top - and start-
ing at the top is where our problem really exists. First, we must lose the
concept of top hierarchial type of thinking but must generate another leader-
ship focus and style - one that denotes concepts such as togetherness, parallel-

ing, equal, sharing, cooperativeness, shared decision making, caring and the
paramount focus be olways the concept of committed Lletherness for the good of

the learner (client). Leadership muFt lose its aura ard halo effect that has

represented a sense of "better-than-you', "knoq-more-than-yon" - "will-lead=

you" - "will-take-care-of-you", to cne that says, there are new and improved

ways of doing things 7 let us explore these concepts together.

The concept of shared power is a powerful vehicle for positive change.
Leaders seem not to be aiiie to share their power becau!. :

1. educators feel :41at type of laiider ic afri.id of making decisions

!aLtoi..11y it is titre difficult to include others in the decision-

takine-process),
12. the le:.Jer wants to dominate and control,

3. the leader is afraid that he or she wifllose control of the
siruation,

4; .too many people involved slows down the process, and
it'has alWays been done this way:

What leaders seem to fail to real.ze is that they are ten times as
powerful when everyone is involved and working toward the same objective

quality education.

Hierarchal leadership arrangements are responsible for stifled staff

creativity because there is little room for meaningful participation (it has

been an estahlished pattern so long that-people actually prefer to be led by

the nose).
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2. thinking oriented rather than memory oriented,
3. valuing oriented rather than one social set oriented,
4. challenge oriented rather than passive acceptance oriented,
5. caring, sympathetic, compassionate oriented rather than cold

and calculating oriented, and
6. people oriented rather than material abundance oriented.

All educators must sincerely encourage full involvement and parti-
cipation of parents and the full community in the educational process if they
are to be.believable. When educators are- open and truly desire the input and
cooperation of parents and the community the feeling of mistrust and alienation
disappear into mutual trust and respect. Involvement is a psychologically
sound principle that is used far too sparingly in education.

Schools should be a model of what we want our society to become.
Leaders must be-humanely democratic in action and style, thus setting forth
.humanistic climae for the total school. Teachers must conduct their classes

in a manner that models and portrays participatory democracy at its finest.
Parents must be involved and-become co-sponsors of humane quality education.
Learners will, therefore, inevitably be humane functioning citizens.

A Case for Humanistic Education for the Gifted and Talented

Although it is important to develop humanistic education in general,
it is of paramount importance that we make sure that our future leaders of to-
morrow are whole individuals - individuals that possess an enormous amount of

knowledge and at the same time are sensitive, caring,-humaniiarians that place
great stress on concern for one!s neighbors (all peoples).

The definiti rIC of gifted and talented can no longer be viable and
accurate if the intelliy, quotient is the major deciding factor for entrance

in the programs. Thi;,type ol mind set and criterial reference leads into
tunnel vision and narrows one's projected programming capabilities.

We are fortunate to have individuals like Harry JarisOn, University

of Califo-lia, and Coseph Bogen, University of South California, pointing out .

that for ..2.4ars we have pair: attention to left brain functions alMost exclusively

While not recognizing -Cie importance of rightbrain functions assOciated with
spatial, synthesizi7g, .tuitive and holistic responding tendencies. .The right

side of Vie br,,lie tefore, aSsociated with the feeling and/or behavipral
side of a man that inceit.rce quotients-have had a tendency tp negate. More

educators are beginning c ealize that research has proven that\people don't
lose jobs because of a Tack of job skiU; but do so because of interpersonal

relationship skills. Educatw: are,also beginning to realize th4 you can't,
from an authoritarian positio,I. force people to change their feelings and atti-

tudes toward people and situations but that there is hope throughoaffective

educational training strategies.
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5. Power of positive thinking,
6. T. A. for staff and learner,
7. Meditation
8. Confluent education, and
9. Leadership training?

If you can answer the affirmative to the previous question you are
ahead of the pack, and are to be enthusiastically congratulated.

An Ending Statement

Education in America has not been as successful as it might have been
because.it has functioned from the wrong philosophical base. (That is a value

judgement I ankpEeparnd to defend.) Most of our teaching has been predicted on
the assumption'that one could teach learners in a segmented, disjointed, subject

oriented manner and that somehow the learners were to gain the knowledge -
pigeon-hole it prooerly and synthesize it into meaningful composites of viable

"learnings",

We are presently castigated by Many of our own colleagues, whispered

about by international educators and,looked upon with distain by school parental

and/or community persons while we stand around tn.disarray not knowing what
direction to chart our educational course. I suggest that we take the initia-

tive and project a humanistic model that encourages total client participation.
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opportunity, emerge as a powertul commander. Ihe history Or manKina is Tillea

with such stories: The stutterer who became Demosthenes, the orator; the
peasant girl Jeanne d'Arc who led a King's armies; the monk Gregor Mendel
who discovered the laws of heredity in his monastery garden.

We might conclude that persistence of the individuals made the
difference between mediocracy and noteworthy accomplishments. Perhaps that's

right. Stella Chess, Alexander Thomas, and Herbert Birch (1972) established
a long-range behavioral study of 231 children from infancy into the teen years.
This study found marked differences !ri such characteristics as the persistence
or determination shown by newborn children. They observed great variation in
the ability of different babies to continue an activity in the face of diffi-
culties or to resume it after interruption. Some children sucked very per-
Sistently at the nipple with small holes, even' if little milk was coming.through.
Others gave up quickly. The persistent infant kept trying to reach a toy that.

was out of reach. The non-persistent one tried for only a few minutes. Chess

noticed that this persistence, or lack of it, set a behavior pattern that con-
tinued as the child matured.

If we make the assumption that creativity and/or the development of
talent requires persistence that perhaps we can help foster the development of
this trait. In Victor and Mildred Goetzel's book Cradles of Emmence (1962) in
which the studies of childhoods and home environments of 400 creative men and
women of this century are reported, a question is raised whether creators may
be stung into creativity by a hunger for applause and love, and by a need to
bury their problems in their creations. Perhaps the following are examples of
individuals who were stung into creativity by their own mediocre performance
(Larson, 1975):

Madam Schumann-Heink was told by the director of the Imperial
Opera in Vienna that she would never be a singer. He advised

her to buv a sewing machine.

- Leo Tolstoy flunked out of college.

- Wernher Van Braun flunked ninth-grade algebra.

- Admiral Richard E. Byrd had been retired from the Navy as "unfit
for service' until he flew over both poles.

- Louis Pasteur was rated as "mediocre" in chemistry when he

attended the Royal College.
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- F. W. Woolworth got a job in a dry goods store when he was twenty-
00e, but his employers would not let him wait on'a customer because

"oidrOt have enough sense".

- Walt Disney was fired by a newspaper editor because he had "no

good ideas".

- Caruso's music teacher told him, "You can't sing. You have no

voice at dll".

- Fred Waring was once rejected from high school chorus.

- Winston Churchill failed the sixth grade.

The Goertzals further stated that many of the children of the past
who were to become eminent, like the intellectually gifted children of today,
tended to possess superior ability in reasoning and in recognizing relation-
ships. They showed intellectual curiosity, had a wide range of interests,
and did effective work independently. They showed their greatest superiority

'in reading ability: many read at the age of four almost all were early readers

of good books (Good, 1974).

But what of those who could reason and recognize relationships but
who could not or did not learn to 'read at an early age? What of those gifted/

talented/creative individuals who had a language disability? On I.Q. tests

which are basically tests of language, the youngster or adult who has problems
receiving, interpreting, and expressing himself through the use of language .

(WORDS) will be.thought dull, stupikon retarded. Individual educational
evaluations can uncover the basis of -1*arning problems as well as help identify
areas of giftedness and/or talents. Reflecting about careful observations of
child behavior, however, can also serve as identification indicators for parents
and teachers.

Since this is a conference concerned primarily with'tffted/talented
youngsters, I will assume that each of you has a clear understanding of what

constitutes.. "giftedness" and what is considered a "talent". I will further

assume that the term.learning disability" is a part of everyone's'vocabulary

but that not everyone has a clear understanding of what is or is not a "learn-

ing disability".

During this hour I will discuss with you various types of learning

disabilitieF.. We w.',11 discuss famous perspnalities who are or were learning

disabled. TiToughout, we will take a look at what teaJ:hers and parents can do

to identify and encourage gift0/tdlented learning disabled youngsters.
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primarily the result of visual, hearing, or motor handicaps, of mental re-'
tardation, or of environmental, cultural, or economic disadvantagee (Federal

Register December 30, 1976, p. 56977).

An evaluation team may determine that a child has a specific learn-

ing disability if, when provided with learning experiences appropriate for
the child's age and ability levels, the child exhibits a severe discrepancy
between academic achievement and intellectual ability in one or more of the

following areas:

oral expression;
- listening comprehension;
- written expression;

- basic reading skill;
- reading comprehension;
- mathematics calculation;
- mathematics reasoning; or

- spelling (Federal Register, November 19, 1976, p. 52407.)

Anna Gill,ngham who has long been recognized as as authority in

remedial reading, said that "Acute students et biography.have.told us that
great men often make their greatest contribution to human affairs, to art.

to scholarship; alOng the line of some great iandicap of their own early life."

More than one of Gillingham's difficult readers later manifested a real flair

for English expression (Gillingham, 1952, p. 1). Like the Goertfels, she sug-
gested that these individuals were stung by their disability into accomplish-

ment.

Virginia is an example of someone who had a handicap in early

life. Virginia Woo t.le British author whose language talent made her.one
of the great literari figures of the 20th tentury, did not speak a word until

she was three. in.;:er writings she revolted.against the "materialism" of the
major British novelists of the early 1900's and,adopted the technique of show-

ing the nner essence of her Characters by revealing their thoughts an'Tcon-

centrating on precise detail (Good, 1974, p. 41) one wonders if_her own struggles.

with expressive language were behind her later accomplishments.

Another person. who did not speak until age 3 years wa4 Albert.Einstein.

As.reported by Pattey, (1973), even throughout adulthood, Einstein found that

searching for words was laborious. Until age 7 he repeated silently with his

lips even commonplace sentences. Einstein was so quiet and defiant in school'

that his classmates and teachers suspected he might be simple-minded. School
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By visualizing or thinking in images he could produce at will an image, then

combine it wtth others or otherwise manipulate it/in his head. Ejnstein

floundered in school, however,.until age 15, at which time he was'enrolled
in a school founded and operated on Pestalalozzi's philosophy of education
that visual.understanding is the essential and only true means of teaching

how to judge the shape of all things.

Einstein graduated.from the Polytechnical Institute at Zurich but

hd t.:as unable to ohtain an academic job even teaching high.school., so he took

a position as Technical Expert, 3rd class, at the Patent Office. During his

spare time he.wrote the four papers that revolutionized modern physics: the

special theory of relativity, the mass energy equivalence, the theory.of Brown-

ian movement, and tha photon theory of light.' And bow about this? In the book

Fir,t'In Their Hearts, Thomas FleMing 40967) reported that when George WasKington
_

was,14 his brother Lawrence decided that surveyingwould be a natural career for

GeorqP since.his arommar and spelling were atrocious.

Another vrson who sufered from expressive language problems was an
Oxford don for almost 60.years and his fame is apparently,the result of his

disability. This mon is known for his verbal ecCentricitiis, his propensity
to slips of the tongue in which words or parts of words-are transposed; spooner-

isms. The mar was Reverend Williai Archibald Spooner.

As warden of New College, Oxford, Spooner is supposed to have dismissed

a student with the harsh words, "You have deliberately tasted two wdrms and you

.Fan leave Oxford by the town drain." During'World War I he is reported to have

said, "When the boys come back from France, we'll have the hags flung out."

Imagine,if you will, thetaunting of yoLing Oxford collegians and,the'fun.they

must have had making up spoonerisms and attnibutibg them to Spooner, especially.

. after hearing him venture the opinion that 'The Lord is a shoving Leopard."

Arnold Toynbee has studied the authenticity of'the spoonerisMt attributed

t Spooner and concluded that the wittier they are the more likely they are td

ave been invented by "ingenious Oxford minds" whose wit was deliberate rather
th n accidental. Accidents like the one made by Spooner when he annouhced a hymn .

in chapel at New College certainly ,added grist for'the Spoonerism mill: The hymn;

"Kinguring Congs Their Titles Take". Finally, there is the possibil,ity that

, Spooner committed spoonerisms not only by word but also by deed. In one story

Spooner suggested turning on.a light before escorting a, guest down a dark and

slippery stairway. He turned off-the light and:proceeded in complete darkness.
On another occasion he is said:to have acted out a reversal of a traditional

method of spot removal: rlibbing salt into a.wine stain. At a dibner party

oner had upset a salt cellar. He thereupon proceeded to pour soMe claret

onto the spill.ed salt, drop by drop. (Scientic American January.1977, p. 41).
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Cuse-him from this requirement. He was passed because of his excellence in

subjects other than written language. His thesis for his degree in medicine

was in the handwriting of someone else. (Thompson, 1971). We are led to

believe that Ehrlich's problems were t.iith German syntax rather than the

motoric'execution or writing of the syntax, since nothing is said with regard

to difficulties of oral expression.

Thomas Alva Edison was considered defective at birth. According to

his biographer, Mr. Josephson, Edison's- head was so abnormally large that the ,

village,doctor thought he might have brain fever. While Edison's teacher said

that the boy's mind w6's "addled", his father thought the boy was "stupid"." His

mother assumed all responsibility for tutoring Edison; but even with this in-

, .dividual attention year after year from his school-teacher mother, Edison con-

tinued to have difficulties as exemplified by a letter Written at age 19.

Edison did not begin to learn to read until about age 12 when scarlet fever

resulted in progressive deafness and listening to his mother read to him be-

came more, and more difficult, (Thompson; 1971).

'Lloyd Thompson, author of the book Reading Disability: Developmental

Dyslexia and of the article "Larguage Disabilities in Men of Eminence" stated

that "many dyslexics, without expert tutelage, find ways to circumnent the

handicap and'become moderately good readers." Yet, the telltale evidence re-

mains in the characteristic peculiarities of spelling during adulthood. They

spell "by ear" with little visual imagery, of what the word looks like, and

reversals of letters or their sequence in 'a word crop up with great-frequency.

Thompson reported that Edison was particularly hard to teach. Whatever he

learned, he learned in his ownway. His mother inspired him, but no one ever

taught him; he taught himself.
0

George S. Patton IV, Old Blood and Guts, by the same token could not

read for himself until between the ages of 12 and 14 years and then he never

learned.to read well. His memory was extraordinary and he got.through West

Point by lemorizing whole lectures and by a punctilious keeping of the rules.

Thomas reported that George Patton III,kept George PattonI.ILhome on their

isolated ranch and read to him. When the father went to work; the mother

and an aunt took over the storybook. When he went to boarding school at age

12 he could write script, he was an authority on epics, but he could not read

print. He was most unhappy and Thompson believes that those early life exper-

iences cultured through frustration a hoStility which was.acted out in warfare.

Another person whom I'd like to tell you about is Jess Oppenheimer.

Now we all know good ole Jess Oppenheimer who gets (or used to) sick at the

stomach everytime he tried to collate papers, or read, or Pide a bycycle, or

catch a ball. You know Jess because he was always the one chosen for any

team game. It wasn't until Jess was in the Coast Guard tnat he figured out his

Problem, and then by arcident, since.ophthalmologists time and time again had.
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lie tells students whenever he lectu'res at universities about television

comedy writing that the necessary prerequisite for a comedy writer s a
major psychological maladjustment in childhood, since comedy writers hate

society and his profession gives them a safe, well-paid method of baring

people's weaknesses and mistakes which Jess Oppenheimer hat done beauti-

fully as the writer of the T.V. series, I LOVE LUCY. (Oppenheimer, 1972).

Another famous personality who suffered early reading fa.!lures

was Auguste Rodin - who was considered the worst pupil in school. Rodin

could not understand mathematics and became a tchool truant. His' father

exclaimed, "Voila! I have an idiot for,a son!" and he thrashed,Auguste with

a heavy belt. Evidence of genetic defelLt is presented by David. Weiss in his

book Naked Came I, which is a biographical novel based on the l'ife of Rodin.

As reported by TFompson, even Rodin's uncle gave up trying to teach him and

the uncle stated that Auguste "is inedUcable. The sooner you put him out

to work, the better, But I doubt if he can ever make a living."

When everyone had given up on Rodin, he was free to pursue his

love of art. He !idid learn to read and write to a certain extent, and as an

adult was able td use that limited irformation to develop his skills further.

Then his disabiliity manifested itself in his art work as may be.seen in the

awkward sitting Position of "The Thinker". At age 67 Rodir was overwhelmed

by an hnnbrary degree by Oxford Uni/versity. He sat with Mark Twain, composer
Camille Saint-Saens and General Bo th of the Salvation Army and wondered what

he was doing there.

Then ttiere was Woodrow W lson, President of Princeton University

and President of the United States who did not learn his letters until age 9,

or learn to read until age 11. Rellatives thought Woodrow was dill and back-

ward but his father, mother and si ters read to him by the hour. (Thompson,

1971).

More recently, in the fal\l of 1976, the then Vice President of the

United States, Nelson Rockefeller, watched the "Puzzle Children" on T.V. and

made these commen'ts: "Based or my dn experience, my message to dyslexic

children is this:

- Don't accept anyone's ver ict that you are lazy, stupid or

retarded. You r very we I be smarter than most other child-

ren your age.

- Just rerflember thu.. Woodrow Vilson, Albert Eiostein and Leonardo

da Vinci also had tough problems with their reading.

- You can learn to rope with yo'Ir problem and turn your so-called

disabillty into a positive ad antage...
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thing...

.Face the challenge,

.Work harder and lean, mental discipline--the capacity
for tote rcncentration--
.end, never quit.

It it he'ips a dyslexic child to know. I went:through the same

.But can conduct press conferences today in three languages...

.And can read a speech on television...

. (though I may have to rehearse it six time§

. (Witt) my script in large type

. (And my sentences broken into segments like these...

. (And long words broken into syllables

.And learned to read anj communicate well enough tu be

elected Governor.of New York four times...
.And to win Congressional confirmation as Vice President

of the United States (Rockefeller, 1976.

mast. of the cases of language disability in eminent men, a

parental ilgure recognized that the school was wrong in its unfavorable

apprail of the :hild's intelligence, and either special remedial methods

or Oucotion at home were adopted or the defect in learning was circumvented

by concentration of effort on the development of skils in which the child

excelled. Auguste Rodin was the exr..etion tocause his family gave up on him,

too. All too often parents and teacrf,rs focus aftentiefl on child handicaps

rather than on crLld strengths. i6 Rodin's case, his drawing ability was

evidenced by age 5 but his family destroyed his efforts because art was not

appropriate for their only seri and namesake. When there is a strong area we

all too often sigh for relief thinking, "Thank heaven that's une thing I won't

have tc worry abOut."

As parents and teachers of youngsters with learning problems, we

must find those hidden strengths and focus on fostering their development.

We must work on the areas of disability but not to an ail-consuming extent

or to an extent which jeopardizes the inaivicual's self-worth and putential

for contributions to himself, his 'amily and/or society. Our jobs are to

produce individuals who have a strong sene cf worthwhileness. We can't do

that by always concentrating on filling the flat tire with air when that

tire still has a hole in it. Instead, we musL work cn patching the hole

but focus our attention and give ureful reflectiorf 'zo strengtht which can

result in a smooth running motor. The car can't go if the motor doesn't run..

We must help learning disabled youngsters to accept respc...sibility for effect-

ing their own internal change, we must expose them to thought processes of

others via their best inta'se channel, we must provide encouragement without,

suffocation, we must foster a sense of competition with self, we must provide

for flexibility of thought and experimentation, we must foster adventuresome,

a desire to forge ahead in the face of the disability.
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pendent activity and actions. We must rain from withheding emoti.onal

closeness or developing over dependency.

A creative profile emerged from a stucfy e creativity by 5oni1d

Mackinnon, (Good, 1974, p. 96). It showed a pers,on much more 0U:fig to

trust his intuition than the average and ready to run risks, a person '.Fith

a highly developed sense of individualism; who is self-confident and unih-

hilted.

.

Let's let oUr learning disabled gifted youngsters know th:..t what

they have to contribute is meaningful ane worthy Of stick-to-itiveness.

Let's not always pull them away from their "thing", saying: 'Vou can do that

later now let's work on your problem", because What we are saying is, "Let's

pr-lp more air in your leaky tire, your motor can run by itself". But---tan it?
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Child as being "susceptiple to -emotional WoUHUS Ur tiauic IA/ cmuLivii.,

attack or injury". However, many of us tend to place the gifted child at the

upper end'of the exceptionality continuum. The word "exceptional", again ac-
cording to Webster, means,, "uncommon, rare, better than average, superior, out-.

standing". And, to be sure, the gifted child is just this -- i'.e., on the

average, 'in most cases! One only needs to examine the abundant research that
has accumv:tatedsince Terman's (Terman, '1968) initial studies on the gifted in

the early 29205. He and his associates, plus numerous other investigators since

then, have found gifted children to not only be outstanding ih their intellec- .

'tual capabilities, but to also excel the "average" individual in many other
personal and physical characteristics. These include, for example, greater

birth'weight (by 3/4 of a pound), earlier age at which walking (one month less)

and talking ( 3 1/2 months less) occur, earlier scribbling age, larger physical
size, more strength, better health, less headaches, less colds, less fatigue,
and even greater physical-attractiveness. *In addition, research has shown the

gifted to be more tt-ustworthy and honest, cheerful, popular, sensitive to others,

and conscientious; to have better permanence of mood, good senses of humor and
more play interests; and to'te more self-reliant, independent, ambitious, self-,

motivated,,and.prone to being leaders in their peer group. How, then, with all

these superior attributes, can gifted children be emotionally vulnerable? Per-

Naps Burt's (1975) description of Professor Norbert Wiener's (the inventor of

cybernetics and eminent physicist/electronic engineer from M.I.T.) early child-

hood experiences best explains it.

At the high school, which he entered at the age of ten, his fellow

'students, who were seven years older, already seemed to him "full

grown adults", and "the seats were much too big". For some of the

lessons the teacher even took him on her lap. He entered Harvard

at the age of twelve, and felt still more like a. shrimp out of

water. "A deep strangeness fell upon me", he writes, "which has

made me feel all my life a so,ioarner on this Planet rather than

a native . . . I had therefore tr., create for myself a fantastic

personalit'y and become an ic.!;or in real life: only then could

I adapt myself to the varioAs part3 T was called on to fulfill

(p. 171)

It may he helpful to remember, then, that gifted children are child-

ren first, gifted second. They progress through the same physical and emotional,-

developmental stages that all children go through. -Gifted children,.like all

others, also are horn with inherited differences with respect to their emotional

behavior, but these innate differences are affected by learning. At each-stage
nonetheless, certain expectations are present. All children will 'experience .

certain fears and anxieties at specific aoes or react ery strongly to unavoid-

able and confusing specific stress.situations; such as divorce or death. Lorenz,

.
Freud,.and Maslow.'f.or example, respectively spoke of critical periods, psycho-

sexual stages, and heirachies of needs that all children must pass through,

achieve, or satisfy in order to reach a mature level of social and emotional

adjustment.
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children" are those children whose social behavior and emotional responses
markedly and consistently interfere with their overall intrapersonal and/or

interpersonal functioning to the extent that such functioning can be considered

handicapping'and maladaptive (Rose, 1977). It is especially important to note

here that these general patterns ofbehavior are observable behavioral charac-

teristics and, that in order to be considered maladjusted, the child must ex-

hibit them to an excessive degree -- i.e., markedly and consistently.

In light, then, of this brief introduction, it is.now possible to

discuss, point by point', those unique characteristics and conditions of gifted

children which make them particularly vUlnerable to emotional maladjustment.

1. The attitude of some who feel that, unlike other exceptional children, such

as the mentally retarded, learning disabled, blind, deaf, or crippled, the

gifted are.well endowed in all ways and thus can take care of themselves. They

are often erroneously perceived as being completely self-starting, self-motivating,

and self-assured (Impellizzeri, Farrell, and Melville, 1976). Others may even go

on to say that thoS'e "Gifted children who do not succeed.are morally delinquent

and should be punished" (Torrance, 1971, p. 557). Torrance (1971) adds the follow-

ing misperception: "If a child has any spark of creativity or anything good in

him. it will come out regardless of what happens to him" (p. 557).

2. Both within and out of the classroom the gifted child is faced with a world

geared toward and dominated bY normalcy and mediocrity. The "average" person is

the key-word, and any individual who- deviates from this norm finds himself 1 running

into many difficult obstacles. 5ince the gifted child.tends to be creative, to

produce new, original, abstraCt, and diverwit ideas, he therefore tends to be

viewed as the abnormal, strange, or "queer" student in the classroom he becomes

a "minority of one", according to Torrance.(1971). In order to be accepted by

both his peers and teacher, he suppresses hiS unique ideas. Yet, the need to

overtl: express his inner thoughts May press on him, producing inner conflict,

tension, or severe.anxiety. If he does choose to express them, he faces potential

peer and adult rejection, loneliness., alienation.

3. The gifted .child often receives conflicting, confusing, puzzling feedback

from others regarding his identity, self-concept, and Overt expression. For ex-

ample he produces outstanding work, yet is punished, rather than rewarded, be-

cause his best product breaks the norms and standard': of the cla;sroom and i,ts

teacher. He is taught that a "good child is a modest child" (Torrance, 1971).

Conformity, therefore, again.becomes the.norm, the standard, the expectation,

and the "gifts" that this superior youngster has to offer are subsequently lost.

4. The gifted child may experience difficulty in finding a true 'peer, one who

has comparable idea'., interests, and abilities. AS Gowan (in Schauer, 1976,

p. 471) puts.. you're one kid in one hundred, you have to know one hundred

1. The male gender will be used throughout this paper, not in deference to the

opposite sex, but rather as a means of literary convenience and expediency.
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5. Thomas and Crescimbeni (1966) note that the gifted sometimes appear "too

normal". That is, they fail to live up to the stereotypes and expected charac-
teristics so abundantly portrayed in popular media or communicated through the
generations by uninformed peers, siblings, and adults. Therefore, underlying
and somewhat minimal emotional conflicts go unnoticed, until it is too late.

6. Relatedly, the emotional problems of the gifted are generally of the
"non-irritating" type (Galla6her, in Gold, 1965). They are not overly dis-
uptive or disturbing to parents, teachers, or peers. Again, these problems

go undisclosed until they evolve,into more serious personal or social diffi-

culties. Furthermore, if the child just happens to be naturally shy and
quiet, the probability of him communicating his problems to others is further
lesSened, while the potential for serious maladjustment is increased.

7. The fact that the gifted child is generally more verbal, perceptive, and
sensitive to his own needs and motivations, as well as those of others, makes
him even more aware of the existence of any personal problems within himself,
and how significantly he thus deviates from his peers.

8. The gifted child may have high expectations of his abilities and,:at,the

same time, feel others.have comparable high standards for his overall per-'

. formance and behavior. Therefore, in order to maintain this lofty self-image
in the eyes of both himself and others, he may fail to communicate any under-
lying problems which actually .exist. To do so would naturally risk a long .

fall from the idealized perch upon which he has placed himself.

9. Similarly, the Ofted child's.high ability levels lead to comparable high

levels of aspiration. If he attempts to achieve, even beyond his capabilities

or level of maturity, disappointment, self-doubt, frustration, even feelings

of inferiority, may arise.

10. Gifted children have a tendency to choose older playmates, obviously in

an attempt to equalize their.own intellectual abilitics, ipterests, and ideas

with those of their play-peers. However, the Hiscrepancy in size and motor

coordination still exists, thereby prod6c4 significant developmental lag

between these glder playmates and:themsel ,. Pc-2r rejection, of course,.may

result, with consequent withdrawal, or fee;ings of failure. This, too, helps

to contribute to the stereotype of the non-athletic, awkward, lonely ."genius".

11. Some gifted children do not want to stand aut. They feel most comfortable

and satisfied when they are given the freedom to work alone(Thomas and Crescim-

beni, 1966). They require, and excel in, large blocks of urinterrupted time
to read, listen, think and create. Unfortunately, though, such .a need tends

to further add to the general misperception about the gifted being anti- or

asocial. It also compounds his weak interpersonal skills 'and further dis-

tanciates him from his peers. Being a "minority of one" thus leaves few

models from which the gifted child can learn appropriate social behavior And

acceptable means of coping.
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authorities resort to strict, repressive, punitive measures, which only tend
ito further anger and alienate this'noncomformist peer group.

13. There are some peers, parents, teachers, etc. who are well adjusted in
most every way, but who just do not value success and intellectual growth.
The "social motivation" (Thomas and Cresciriteni, 1966) is so strong in this
case that, in order to avoid total isolation, the gifted child again must
resort to intellectual suppression.

14. Some parents resent the superiority of their offspring. Whether.the
motivation for such hidden parental attitudes may be due to jealously-, anger,
ego defensiveness, or fear, the end result is the same -- tne gifted child'.) .

superior abilities are ignored or punished. On the other hand, other parents
may exploit their gifted child by exhibiting his superiority and publicizing
his accomalishments in order to gain personal status and recognition (Telford
and Saway, 1'7172). >

1. At times undue pressure is exerted on the gifted child tp succeed and be
accepted by higEy selective top level colleges (Gold, 1965). Such pressure
may unreasonably add to the hopes and aspirations of the child, so much so
that the tension to succeed may become overly great, and the potential thwart-
inn of such goals may become highly frustrating and depressing for him.

16. Some parents (and teachers) are afraid of or do not understand their
gifted offspring (or students). Their precociousness is misinterpreted as
being impertinent, aFficious, a lack of respect, and a challenge to their
authority (Telford and Saway, 1972).

17. There are potential conflicts and rivalries which may arise within
families if one child is gifted and the other(s) is nat.

18. Sometimes there is a large discrepancy between the teaching style of the
instructor and the learning needs and preferences of the gifted child. One

might say, therefore, that in this case the instructor is "teaching disabled".
However, it is probahly more frequent for the child to eventually be referred
to the learn;ng disabilities teacher and the school psychologist for evaluation.
Becau,e the child may now have a long-established history of underachievement, .
his superior abilities may have been squelched, and his psychological test
results may show him to be "learning disabled" or perhaPs even "emotionally dis-
turbed". Although such misdiagnosis may be the exception, certainly the poten-
tial does exist in those Situations where the teacher or school specialist is
insensitive or fails to recognize the true, but hidden, capabilities of the
gifted child's classroom or test performance. For example, there is a tendency

for evaluators tb focus on current functioning, rather than future potential.
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who do not dress, talk, write; or act in:terms of the teacher's own standards.

20. There are soMe teachers who are fearful of harming or interrupting the

gifted child's Creativeness and superiority (Telford and Saway, 1972).. They

are mawe-struok" arid uninformed. They'fail to intervene or to provide the

support and directib6 that all chilaren need. The vital teacher-st6dent re-

lationship is, therefore, missing,_so_the:gifted Child never' receives the

acceptance, affection, security, motivation, guidance, and challenge that,-
this one-to-one i-nterattion tends to promote in all children,

21. In contrast, there are other teachers Who, in their well-meaning, in-

sensitive overzealousness, may give.an excessive number of assignments 'to the

gifted child, with the naive intention of "exertisirlig.hisaind" and pushing-

him on to.greater ard greater achievements. Since the gifted child needs

both to be challengej and to see real progress as a resrult of his efforts,

he may not only view these asSignments as aimless and irrelevant, but he may
also grow to resent the teacher and resist her intervention. He may, instead,

choose to Modify the task to suit his own needs or to complete only the most

satisfying poqion. At the high school level; the gifted student may decide
to drop the accelerated class and take an easier class in order to maintain

nis "A" average .(Syphers, 1972). A different approach by some gifted children

may be to always accept and attempt these extra assignments, but to the ex-

clusion of all social activities. If, however, this gifted child then becomes
overwhelmed and frustrated by the excessive amount, he may finally decide that

there is far.too much work involved to be smart and so stops producing altogether.

"It is easier, safer, and more fun to be just average!"

22. A similar problem exists in the_classroom with the teacher who'tends to

either over- or underestimate the actual.worth of a'given assignment. The

teacher's expectations and conceptions run something like this: "Oh yes,

Johnnyl.s paper.- He's gifted, so it must be a superior paper, so I'll give

him an A+." Impellizzeri, Farrell, and Melville (1976) offer this examOe of*

how ohe gifted student described one of his teachers:

(He's) an excellent teacher but (seems) loath to correct any
errors, refusing to believe me capable of erren'. He told me

a 'couple of times,that I wrote as well or better than .students

at the college level and once was incredibly apologetic in

pointing ,out that a story contained "a bit of a run-on sentence"

which was 5ixty-four words long!. This is all wrong. It's

flattering, it's appealing, but it's all wrong.

- 23. If a gifted child, upon the results of intelligence testing, is accepted

into the school's gifted program (resource, special classroom, acceleration,

special activities, Or otherwise), but another potentially gifted classmate
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attention) tney receive Trom reacners ana orner
cimbeni, 1966, p. 81).

kinumds WIU

It is clear, then, that the gifted child, can be emotionally vul-

\

nerable-in so many ways. He is susceptible to numerous problems relating to
socialNapd emotional adjustment, which in Many Situations seem to be even be-
yond his'own control. Like all children, he reacts to the environment in ways

,

\ which,help 'him to satisfy his own needs and maintain the affective equilibrium
1 which-ts-eential.to his well-being and personal worth. Most gifted children

do adapt very well. As noted previously, their adjustment processes and coping
techniqueshave been found to actually be at least as effective-, if not superior
to, the so-called "average" child. Nonetheless, it is obvious that parents and

\ educators alike can help the-gifted child reduce the potential social and emo-
' tional hazards that may tnterfere with his total cognitive and behavioral out-
put. Unfortunately, however, the present paper is not specifically directed

\
toward recommendations for familial and curricular Change, nor does space

'allow for an adequate discussion of them. Yet, it is hoped that the present
Paper will help to not only increase the reader's awareness of and concern for
the vulnerability of gifted children, but will also stimulate him/her toward
trying to effect both educational and community change in order to more ap-
proprtately-meet the social and emotional 'needs of these exceptional indivi-
duals.
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What does culturally different mean: To be culturally different

means to be.behaviorally different in group identifiable ways. We know that

gifted individuals can.be found in minority populations and presently, for

the large part those identified are not behaviorally different from the majority.

Will schools ever accomodate to meet the intellectual needs of the

behaviorally different child or will they continue to reflect practices that

are incompatible with the world of ethnic minorities insisting that minority

children make all the accommodations.

Gallagher states the "failure" of schools to dev2loi black potential
can be partially ascribed to the culture which does not provide sufficient

models or opportunity. .Gallagher considers the schools part of the society

and culture in which they exist.

Gallagher further determines.that is is the motivational area where

the key dif ference ma y be between the highest sub group, Jewish White American

and the lowest sub grou2, Negro, Italian, Mexican and American Indian. .

One would conclude that any program based upon increasing the motiva-

tional level of tl-w young child should have a basic component of improving the

child's self-concept of himself and his culture.

Mark Phillips contends that giftedness has much to do with a sense

of wholeness. He further states that unless we give specific attention to

developing individuals who are able to feel, to respond to others and to feel

with,them, who-are aware and ..knowledgeable about their own thoughts, feelings,

and actions, 'the many forces developing within our institutions to suppress

the development of human capacities will be the rime determinants of how the

gifted will develop.

The great determiner for the young black achiever lies in his self-

concept. He may enter school .7rom an emotionally, physically educationally,

even morally deprived background, but I believe that the schools can by con-

certed effort reverse the low esteem concept which would naturally evolve

from such a background and bring out the giftedness or at least raise the

confidence level of such a child through a program based on raising self-

concept and through a High Scope Cognitively Oriented Curriculum.

There are theories being developed relative to giftedness among

\minority groups and the poo. A theory based on the New York State Evaluation

program contends tha: socio-economic level is more indicative of the level of

performance than racial orlgin. In these studies, poor children both black and

white:performed at a lower level of achievement than childrtn in the middl,!

class suburban areas.

Ginsberg states that items used in IQ tests require persistence and

endurance rather than creative mental abilities. There is low correlation

between IQ.scores ;,jnd creativity which leads one to believe the low IQ does

not necessarily glean that the low IQ child is devoid of creativity.



\)

Culture free tests such as th( Erl Index and the Johns P.)ins
Perceptual Test render a more accurate IQ measure, ut are stitl low deter-

minants of innate talent and inspired creativity.

As a measure of giftedness within the minor ty groups might
consider the criteria of the correlates of giftedness which include leader-
ship, motor.dexterity, physical condition, a sense of ,umor and other special

talents.
\

\

, If a student has one or more of these correlat\es there tential

for clifteLness.. How the teacher views the child is a st'ong det( in

the child's own self interest and motivation fcr expandin the cc .s.

Character!sties of the culturally different may be further,categorized -
\

I) High verbal fluency and origir.ality;
2) High creative productivity ir -mall groups
3) Adept in visual art activiti

. 4) Highly creative in movement dance and other phySjcal activities
5) Highly motivated ty games, music and concrete objects
6) Language rich in imagery

Program atjustments neecie r.! to foster motivational drive in the .eulturally

different:

1) Prezertatlon of ma+.rial should be concrete and a Minimum
amount of :Jime devo. d to teacher lecture or extended discussions,
i.e,, students should do experiments or go on field ,trips prior
to discussions of qeneral concepts. Role playing iS, an effective

device..

2) The emphasis on inquiry training and creativity should be replacPd,
at least initially, by what is to be learned. The learning of a

process or method of attack.in problem-soving is a More abstract
concept and these students often not ready to consider that.

7) Children from limited verbal.environments tend not to be intro-

verted or introspective and will,not respond well to requests
for self-examination of their o 'n feelings or thoughtS. Require

the stimulation of concrete, external sources.

4) Should he presented with specific situations which only gradually
lead to inductive thinking. The use of academic gamesand role
playirg bring forth the concrete and motoric response.,

5) There is a temptation to skip steps and leap forward with gifted
students. This should be resisted and a methodical orderly pro-
gression from one step to the next needed.

6) The Rlements of progressive education such as permissiveness,
introspection, flexibility and lack of stress on discipline and
luthority ill-suited to this group. There is a need for firmness
and 'structure, parUcularly in the beginning program ';tages.
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The High Scope Curriculum is based upon the wcr.: and theorY,of

Piaget. It is a highly active curriculum. The basic comP0hen ts are the

Piaget developmental tasks of classification, seriation co ns"vatiff, and

Position in space concepts.

The environment contains many manipulative materials, a scienc_

math area, reading/language area. Materials vital
to.the pr,hgram r!re mahipu_

lative math materials such as cuisinaire rods and the language master, Nterials

for printing and/or typing shculd be a major part of the reaing/languag area.

This curriculum is based on operational knowledge
rid not versbal

.

knowledge. It is essential that the method be consistent and 5tructured rici

that the teachers' .aides and parents have a high expectancy level
for th:

-Irogress of the population served.

.The strongest objective should be to convince
the child that 1114n can

improve himself throug education and that one should not readily submit

fate:

The truism being--you are young, you are blick, but you are gifted.

a
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Do gifted girls fear success? is the researcher's expression of
the dilemma axperiented by generations of girls who debate: "if I get an A
on the test, will I still get a chr..e to the dance?" .No mentally healthy
peNon wants to be unsuccessful or purposely avoids thlse thingS which bring
a sease of gratification and enh3nced self-concept. The problem for all girls,
but particularly gifted'girls, is the difference between the standards KV
which success is measured for males and those by which it is measured for.
ferNales. Although most gifted girls do not consciously ponder this double
standard, it is a strong influence on their motivation to develop the poten-
tial of their giftedness.

The problem is that the societal rewards for high achievement are
juFt not the same for girls as for boys, a situation coMpounded by the fact
the.t our culture rgards the factors which measure success for males--money,
power, and prestige particularly--as essential to the concept of success in
general. However, the criteria against which women are judged--beauty rather
than money, supportiveness,rather than power, approval rather than prestige--
creates a double,standard which is..so strong that women Who do become success-
ful by male standards find that they will likely be cOndemned by the shattering
judament tkat tney have Jecome unfeminine. While this is a problem faced by
all girls to some degre,J, the paradox is particularly pairi'ul for gifted girls
as they try to decidr just how far the sex stereotyped expectations of what is
accepLable for women will allow them to develop.their gifts i:nd talents.

Further,discussion of this subject will be faciltated,by a clari-
fication of the differences and relationships among the terms sex discrimina-
tion, sex stereotyping, sex bias and sexism, which are frequently confused and
interchanged incorrectly. In this article these terms will be used with the
follo,:ving contexts:

* Sex discrimination occurs. when a rule, policy or law gives rights
or responsibilities to the members of one sex which are not given
to m-imbers of the other sex, solely on the basis of sex. The

University ,f Virginia's refusal to admit women as undergraduates
0. the so--. b3s:s as men prior to 1970 is an example of such seX

roit;ation. Fortunately, outright discrimination is increas-
ii( und should fade as an influence in the future of our
gi;t: qrls.

* .Sex s'.]erectyping, on the other hand is a culturally determined
expeLtation that certain behaviors are acceptable only for males
dnd others only for females. The'individual who desires to break
oUt ,Gf he tradiLioni,.i pattern for his or her own sex frequently
suffers social penalties -a,lqing from teasing to ostracism. Both

the hoy who wants to d nursery school teacher and the girl who
-wants to be a test p:lo* will `Ind sex stereotyping a sianifjcant
barrier to success. iris whose demure,.obedient, self-sacrificing
behavior: is 'acceptably feminine will find themselves t a dis-

rivan,tage aga-inst boys whose acceptably masculine behavior is
a,sertive, independent, and inventive..



* bias describes the relative value which society has put or

.- stereotyped behaviors. Generally speaking, those activities
Iciated with males are ,lore Ukely to bring the rewards by

ich our society indicates value--money, power, prestige--
an do those traditionally associated with females. The

..laditional women's fields of elementary teaching, nursing, or
secretarial work do not offer the same opportunities or rewards
for the development and expression of giftedness as do such
traditionally men's fields as academic research, surgery, or
business administration. Because of the higher value put on
men's work above women's work, it becomes, then, almost impossible
for a gifted girl to develop her full Potential without going
into a. man's field.

* Sexism is an expression of the traditional imbalance of power
between the sexes caused by discrimination, stereotyping and
bias. The elimination Of sexism will not cause men to be treated
as women have been treated in the past, but rather that a balance

of power will evolve between the sexes in the future.

Because of the interlocking effects of sex stereotyping and sex bias,

the gifted girl who sets out to develop her giftedness is marching to a very

different drummer than her female friends as well as wearing heavier boots
than her Male companions. Programs for gifted children which do not take
these factors into account unfair:y tantalize girls with visions of their liVes

enriched by the development of their gifts and talents, without helping them
cope wit' the psychological conundrums such a life will entail for them..

The first significant research tc examine the differences between

girls and boys in the concept of success and achievement was done by Matina

Horner beFore she became president of Radcliff College. This study described

what has come to be called "the Motive to Avoid Success." However, this,

shorthand reference obscures the explalat'.pn that the factor in question is

really a "motive to avoid the negative consequences of achieving success"
because "success" was outside the rewarc system for sex stereotyped behavior

usually deemed appropriate for girls. i. essence, girls with gifts and
talents in appropriately feminine activities, such as writing poetry and

romantic Yiction, ballet dancing, or singing, would be encouragecrto develop

their spe:ial,abilities. But for girls whose aptitudes fell within areas
monopoli:thby men, such as science, mathematics, scholarly writing, or in-

strjmental Musicianship associated with professional bands or orchestra5., the

soc,al disapproval 4as strong enough to provide these girls with a negative

reward sufficien to tiscourage these natural artitudes.

As the longitudinal Terman study of gifted children followed the
original subjects into adulthood, the "successful" persons were almost ex-

clusively male. Terman did not give any particular thought about why the
study "lost" its female half. The best he could do was disclaim any way of
measuring "success" of a person who was a wife a.-.d mother which.was the major

life occupation chosen by most of the Terman wls, excluding a few yearS put



in as secretaries, filing clerks or telephone operators. These women, if
they had also been analyzed by the Horner study, would have.ltkely shown a
strong fear of success if that meant joining the Terman men in seeking
success in the outside world. Instead they chose to avoid the conflicts
and disapprobation attendant with that kind of success and allwed their
giftedness to disappear into the approval of domesticity.

Because of.feminist oriented scholarship in the past few years,
the effects of sex sterotyping and sex Fas on females in general are,be-
coming more widely understood in education circles. While the trend to a.

non-sexist curriculum will benefit all children, gifted programs must give
attention to the special needs of gifted girls as they struggle to develop
their giftedness and an honest concept of femininity at the same time. To

begin, administrators of programs for the gifted should scrutinize policies,
practices, and content in the following areas: identification of the gifted,

women's studies in the gifted curriculum and guidance counseling.

Identification of Gifted Children. Several of the screening instruments used
f)r initial identification of the gifted rely on tategdries of observable
behavior in children. Educators need to be aware that much of this behavior
is culturally linked with stereotypical male behavior and for a girl to ex-

'hibit it, she is really acting out of the ordinary pattern. For example:

- Leadership and Organizational Skills. Stereotyped attitudes
which assume girls should be nominated for secretary while bOys
are elected president cut girls off from the usual opportunities
to exercise leadership. Few women are seen. in national leader-
shi., or nec'rion-making roles.. Girls learn early that whom to .

Frio- ably the only really major decision they mu,-,t make
ir n ir 14fe. Other decisions, such as,,what 'part of the country
to 1 ir when to move, whether or not to take a proration are
r,+ .n their own lives but on those of their hu3bands;

.-re left AL') ieciding what brand of soap to buy. Are

girl cnccarje... te Lei.-0, of themselves as bosses or as super-

visor; )f men or decid g how a million dollar hdget for the
soap advertisements wili be s-ent?

(lpotial and abstract thiing. One of the most persistent
stereotypes about Females is that they think differently from .

men. They are supposed to be more intuitive and emotional; if
a woman doe-, exhibit logic and'ana'ytical thinking she s given

the compliment that she "thinks lik a man." Not many parents
teach their daughters 'poker or chess; not many buy their girls
microscopes or race car sets. -Studies have demonstrated that
many oirls lack ability to think in three dimensions because few

of the toys usually given to girls encourage such thought pro-
cesses. Girlr.' paper dolls and boys' erector sets encourage
very different mental Aevelopment.



- Psychomotor Abilities. Until recently there was very little
opportunity or encouragement for girls to develop athletic

prowess. Fortunately that situation is beginning to change
but still most girls' sports feel the pressures of sex stereo-

typing. National acclaim is accorded athletes in such feminine
sports as gymnastics, figure skating, or.diving, but women in
the "sweaty sports" such as track and field or sports car
racing receive little encc ragement and sometimes even outright
harassment. While learning team work has always been an import-
ant part of a young boy's education, team sports, with the pos-
sible exception of tliasketball, is frequently absent from a young
girl's experience. A girl who is talented in athletics is think-
ing of her body in a way quite different from girls who,accept
the more traditional view that women should compete only in beauty
pageants and not on the pi,iying fiald.

Ironically, an area of human behavior in which stereotyped attitudes
would give girls an edge over boys, i.e. sensitivity in human relations, iT not

commonly listed .1 a category in which educators are instructed to look for
evidence of giftedness. Yet, those who work closely with gifted children would
attest to a high incidence of maturity and understanding of human behavior among
such ohildren of both sexes.

The fact that girls in general conform better to the school environment

(with its need for reatness and good behavior plus the fact that there is little
'tatistiCal difference between boys' and girls' scores on the aptitude and IQ
tests in the early grades have worked'to bal.ince out the disadvantaging effects

of sex stereotyping on the selection of girls in some gifted,pr'ograms. However,

administrators need to be alert to major imbalances of male-female enrollments

in a gifted program which could signal that the screening and testing instruments
need to reviewed so as to correct for the effects of sex stereotyping on either

boys or girls.

Women's Studies in the Curriculum. Once gifted children have been identified,
the curriculum of the gifted program.must be scrutinized to ensure that it does

not per !tuate sex stereotyping. A strong infusion of women's history :s par-
ticularly necessary so that girls can come to see themselves, not as some kind

of modern freaL, but rather as part of a noble sisterhood of gited women whose
earlier members fought against great odds to exercise their particular talents.
Not orly does this gi-e girls role models to follow, but it is also a more

accurate picture of .1qman accomplishment and shows boys that their gender has

no monopoly on genius.

In addition to just an expanded list of "famous women" the curriculum

must include a thorough treatmelt of the so:ial and political forces with.which

the "first women who . . ." had to cope. cAlch a hackground is essential to

coun'eract two impressions which children frequently get from the usual inade-

quate coverage of women in American history.

.-35-
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If a hiStory course mentions only five women, children assume that

these were the only ones who did anything of significance, or else they infer

that if these five were good enough to get into the history books that all the

others were too untalented or unremarkable to be worth mentioning. .Only with

a thorou0 exposure to the cultural and legal restrictions plated on women
throughout history can children of both sexes develop an appreciation for the

parallel significance of the strength of spirit required of Elizabeth Blackwell

in her quest for admission to a medical school with Abraham Lincoln'h fabled

burning desire for an education despite his limited opportunities on the

frontier.

. Although scrutiny of alt textbooks for sex and race bias is becoming

more common, administrators b' '..',ifted programs should be particu'arly concerned

that their students are not using badly stereotyped materials. Stories in which

girls are described as bad luck and wOmen shown only at home wearing aprcns or
with shopping as their one'business outside the home have no place among the
instri7tional materials of a gifted program. Parents, teachers, and administra-!

tors ,leed to review the texts and supplementary materials such as films used in

the gifted program so that the worst can be discarded and appropriate teaching

strategies (Ail devisel to counteract sex stereotypes in those that remain.
If girls are*to profit equally with boys from gifted programs, it only makes

sense that no part of the cUrriculum can benefit the eiucation of one sex at

the expense of the other. -

Guidance and Counseling. Guidance counseling is another area in whicrh sex

stereotyping and the "motive to avoid success" must be taken into account when

dealing with gifted girlS. It 'k puzzling and frustrating to teachers and
counselors to see a very bright girl purposely lower her achievement standards,

avoid a rigorously academic college, or announce that her future plans are to

be a first grade teacher until she gets married after which she won't have to

work any more. The problem is that, without any help in understanding the
"mo'ive to avoid success" produced by the social pressure of sex stereotyping,

many gifted girls do not seriously see geological science, corporate law, or

muckraking journalism as real choices in their future.

Guidance counseling onnected with gifted prograMs must include,at

least two essertial components: provid-ing a large number of women ir non-

traditional fie's as role models few the girls and extensive exercises ir

values clarification and decision-making. Roth will'help young women urderstand

how the motive to avoid success in careers which offer status, creativity,

responsibility or money may be cutting them off from what will really bring

therd sotisfaction with their lives.

To complicate further the guicance needed by gifted girls is the

fendency of many of them who have made a Commitment to pursue a challenging

Held to declare t! it they plan to have no-children because "you can't be a

'ned mother and an architect at the sam time." Boys rarely see children and

A career-as an either/or choice; unfortunately, this is not an uncannon per-

spective of girls who have become highly motivated to succeed in a nontraditional

field: Ashly Montague, in his book The Natural Superiority of Women, speaks to

the potential genetic loss to the human race if gifted girls are not given help

in understanding how success and motWerhood need not be mutually exclusive.

-86-
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Girls, also, need to know the facts of life about the life patterns
of women in the latter part of this century. Chances are 9-10 that all women

will work outside the home; already close to 50% of American women are currently

in the labor force; and 20% of all households are now headed by women. These

facts of lite also' include the statistics which show that despite recent reforms
in laws concerning equal Pay, social security and credit, sex discrimination and

4. sex stereotyping still keep women's salaries about 60% of men's salaries and that
elderly women are a large Percentage of those Americans who live below the poverty
line.

Women who are gifted and talented have the best chances to plan their
lives in such a way as to ayoid the worst pconomic disadvantages of sex discrim-

ination and stereotyping. Guidance and counseling services set up to serve the
gifted cannot escape the .respunsibility to give gifted girls the special under-

standing and help theY need for their very special problems.

Education of gifted girls is not adequately served by "treating the

girls just like the boys". While fairness in such things as classroom discipline
and admission requirements can be achieved by sex-blind policies, a certain amourt

of affirmative action in tne-,areas diScus,sed above is necessary to ensure that

the effects Of SeX stereotyping and trias which have o'ndered the development of

female,genius in the Past are minimized in the futo.L,. A major goal for all
gifted education must be to keep fe, ale students from being "lost" as the Terman

girls were. A successful gifted program should%produce a similar number of men
and women whose special n eeds were so well met that the presence of both sexes

is equallY Predictable when the Who's Who of thc future is compiled.
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As in all science instruction, the teacher is the key to successful

work with the gifted. Such a teacher may or may.not be an "expert" in the

area of science, but he roust be an expert teacher. This teacher knows that

the history of science is taught -- science is done.

Those of us who are involved with science instruction know, in few

other areas of teaching is planning as essential as in science. Science teach-

ing requires equipment and supplies. In addition, if a laboratory experience

is to be planned, materials must be collected and prepared. I firmly believe

the greatest impediment to an effective science progrlm, especially at the elemen-

tary level, is the lack of appropriate equipment and, more importantly, the lack

of adequate time for the teariler to prepare and plar.

Students come in .o your class from other classes and have those

classes in mind. Or the brief period before the final bell sounds is spent

talking with triends about similar interests and activities. The farthest thing

from their minds is the les.on at hand.

We have learned from methods courses that a learning situation occurs

if we tocus the student's attention upon a problem which they identify or chal-

lenge a concept they adhere to. It is essentiai that teachers of the gifted

(or all students tor that matter) take advantage of this fact. The beginning

of any class or lesson sets tne tone for that class or lesson. The approaches

that follow aim to focus the student's attention on the lesson at hand and

allow for meaningful participation.

I. Thb "Gimmick" Discussion Approach.

Nb matter what phrase you want to use, the teathek_shoulci,.as much

as possible, begin the lesson with.an approach which is interesting, attention

getting, simple, direct and on the student's level. Once again,.if possible,

it should relate to the student's past experience.

Instead of beginning a lesson on "Magnetism" by writing a statement

on the blackboard, show the class two identical bars of metal, one magnetic,

the other not Magnetized. Ask the students if they can determine which of the

two i ritical bars is the magRet without using any other piece of apparatus.

Th ,.! harm may not be broken iR any way.. Similarily, we can begin lessons in

almost any un4t -.icnco we teach. In.my experience, an opening demOnstra-

ti T or prdbleh )1 'A to stimulate miestions and discussion is d mdst effect-

ive tedlnique fo. ,ing with the gifted and all science students.

2.. Questioning Te.chniques..

-Do no; as>time that demonstrations must be used to open every class.

FrOquently, amllysis can begin only with questions. For example:

What effect will genetic research in humans have on o!Ir lives?

.The most e fective questions are those related to the students lives which re-

quire +hem o recall and apply previous experience. These questions begin with

"How", 'Wha "Where", and "Why" and r:)rely with the phrase "Who will tell us?"

The proper an wer to the question , "Who will.state Boyle's Law?" is "I will."

-89;
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"Who will state Boyle's Law?" is'a poorer question than "What is
the mathematical statement of Boyle's Law?" Questions aimed at the gifted
science student snould call tor reflective r critical thinking. These
questions go beyond the simple recall and comprehension:levels. They are
designed to elicit the higher levels of thinking (analysis, application,
synthesis and evaluation).

3. Laboratory Experie.)ces.

If we aim to develop' the talents of the gifted student, we need to
free them from binding laboratory experiences. The laboratory experience as
it has developed handcuffs the gifted student. The student is usually directed
as to what to do. Many educators refer 0 this approach as the "cookbook"
approach. These "cookbook" experiences have their place and'may be appropri-
ate for the less gifted student.

An examination of a variety of science laboratory manuals or work-
books reveal the following kinds of laboratory approaches.

A. .No discretion (the directed "co kbook"'approach)
B. Some discretion (after initial irected lab activity,

'studentS are encouraged to exp iment turther)

C. Considerable discretion (experiment suggestion from
i the teacher)

,

D. Joint Efforts. (the teacher and students plan together to
: solve a problem that occurred in class)

E. Student initiated (the student plans the laboratory
experiment independently)

.

Approach A would be used rarely with gifted students.

Each and every teacher must answer this question for himself:
"What is my part in the i.imulation of students with high ability in science?"
One thing is clear. In your classroom every year are certain_students who
may become compdtent scientists. Whether they 0;11 or not depends iii part'

. , -

on all of us. ,

9
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READING MOTIVATORS FOR THF )rENTIAL LEARNER

GRAD,

Mrs-. Marty Rourke stant Principal

Magruder School, t. .,Jft News, Virginia



High potential learning students (gifted students) must be

challenged both at school and at home. Many gifted students have become
unaccustomed to being challenged and have learned to beat the system by

"doing just enough to get by" -- especially at school. Dr. Dorothy Sisk,

a leader in the area of education for the gifted, aptly states that students

who are gifted do not automatically take care of themselves. Much guidance

is needed to steer these students into worthwhile avenues.

.
It is important that students develop a positive self-concept--

to feel good about oneself. Being challenged to the extent of one's abili-
ties and interests and being successful goes a long way to enhance one's

self concept. Sometimes gifted students may appear over-confident. Being

challenged at the proper level, a level which is not "too easy", may bring

the student to the realization that he or she has much.to learn.

Too much television has been cited as a deterrent to the develop-

ment of creative talents. As reported in Newsweek (February 21, 1977, p. 65),

a University of Southern California research team exposed two hundred fifty
gifted elementary students to three weeks of extensive television viewing.-

A marked drop was found in all forms of creative abilities as revealed by

test scores collectgd before and after the, extended period of viewing.

Television and other activities have become foCal points of student lives

in some cases. Reading and writing creatively do not have the intrinsic

importance they Once might have cOmmanded. In many cases, gifted students'

abiltties arebeihg stagnated by thelack of constant exercise and vitaliza-

tion. It is imperative that daily children write creatively or in some way .

keep their minds:actively challenged by organizing ideas and knowledge in'

meaningful waysj Various ideas which may motivate high-potential learning

students to search for additional information through reading will be given

in the following.Paragraphs.

Havihg gifted students think about the future is so- very important

Our world needS to be made safe, adequately nourished and free from disease.

An exercise which can-be thought-Provoking and 4nteresting to students is to

choose a top-id such as energy, trees, hope, reading, ortravel for example.

Draw a trend wheel and br&th out as to the effects of a given topic. See

example below' and og next page. Various additional .exercises can spring

from thi. For example, think of what the worlXwill be like in 2,000 A.D.;

what inventions will be made in the next ten years, or what inventions that

we now have tould we'easily dO without.

Set aside a particular time for reading. This can be done on a

school-wide or room basis. Several schools have instituted this successfully
with all staff members and students (custodians, kitchen staff, secretaries

and principals) participating_ This type of emphasis on reading demonstrates

its importance. To encourage critical reading, have students read several

books about a famous individual, for example. Havg students detect author

bias, unique style, etc., in the various bobks. Similar stories in popular

news magazines can be compared for author bias,.among other things.
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Parents- can help their childrfn to become interested in reading,by

talking with them. A book's vocabulary may have more meaning tO a Student

ff he or she has been exposed to many different words. Read to,children--

show them that as a parent you like to read. Listen to your children. The

more children talk the more they are likely to read. Have reading material

available. Buy books as gifts. Children learn to read by reading. The

more practice children have", the better readers they'become.

It is important to ask students questions beyond the literal com-

prehension level lahich includes the questioning of details such as who, when,

where, how many, etc. .Interpretive comprehension is valuable in that it

challenges the students to make inferences, predipt outcomes, determine cause

and effect relationships, draw conclusions and make generalizations.

The newspaper can be used to create interesting reading activities.

Students can re-write nursery rhymes or Mother Goose stories as present day

news,articles.. They should include who was involyed, What happened, when,

why,'and where did.it happen and how was it caused. Have students answer a .

help wanted ad in the form of a letter to an employer stating their. own quali-

ties,pertinent to.the job they are seeking.

Have students list as many things that they can read other than.

books. For example, scoreboards, engravings, gum wrappers and cereal boxes,

coupons, and an electric bill are some of.the iteMs which display the written

word. .Unique ways to report on books would be to write a new ending for a

story, describe what the reader has learned from a bOok, describe the most

important part of the book or have a debate,centering on various.tdpics or

charactersin the book. Some ways to apply reading in the content areas are

described below.

I. Students can determine how much'faster modern

planes are than early ones. (Math)

2. Fir: 'statistics to defend or deny that air travel .

is.safe. (Math)

3. Draw plans for a living room or garage. (Math)

4. Collect toys which demonstrate scientific principles

and label them. (Science)

5. Read to find out whieh birds are the greatest

travelers. (Sciente)

6. Find out which,trees have the greatest number of

enemies. (Science)

7. Compare present day facts with myths and legends.

(Science)

8. Study the history of books and libraries through

the ages. (Language Arts)

9. Make a study of the speeches and written work

of a particular public figure; determine his motives'

and clUes, if any, which maY'inditate the author's

true.beliefs. ..(Language Arts)



10. Do reference reading on American flags. Discover
their origins, purposes,.designs, colors:and ineanings.
(Social Studies)

11. Hold "man on the street': interviews with a
"common man" during one of the criticay periods in
history such as the Civil War or stock market crash
of 1929. (Social Studies)

The ideas mentioned in this article are a few tif the many reading
motivators available for high potential learners. , If interested, approximately
one thousand reading motivators and reading ideas can be obtained for $ .75
(postage) by writing to Mrs. Marty Rourke, 30 Garfield_Drive, Newport News, Va.
23602
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I. Objectives and Skill Development:
1. The Cognitive: -choosing' from alternatives.

-thinking divergently.-
2. The Affective: -acknowledging feelings as a data source.

-focusing on what one prizes
3. The Active: -encouraging, goal setting.

-achieving motivation and,purpose.
-maftering a' task.

4: The Interpersonal: -affirming one's choices publicly.
.

-listening empathically.
-resolving conflict situations.
- asking clarifying questions.
-building on commonalities/sharing.

II: Instructions for the Teacher:
1. YoU will need thefollowing materials to execute

this values clarification strategy:
-pencils & notebook paper for all
members of your group.
- four pictorial stimuli.

9 Request a one-word-title for each of the four
pictures shown from all members of your oroup

3. Divide the group into sub-groups of threes OP fours;
members of each sub7group introduce each other on a
first name basis.

4. Give each sub-group five minutes to share their
titles; ask. theol why they chose a certain title.
This is a boundary breaking prelude!

5. "Ask,each.sub-gitup to come up with a poem. ,
Use all nOn-itlentical one-word-titles frOm
the members of your sub-group.

6. There are no formal or style requirements.
7. Give 25 minutes tecomplete this task.

III. Instructions for the Student,:
1. Use all non-identical one-word7titles of all

-members. in your Sub-group:
2. You may add other words to your poem.

o
3. Don't worry about format Dr style.
4. Choose.a title for your poem.
5. Finish this task in 25 minutes.
6. After-the completion of your task appoint someonec

.
in your sub-group to recite the poem for all of us.

7. Listen carefully to all poems of all sub-groups.

IV. Questioning each Sub-group:

1. Who decided on format and style:in your sub-group?
2. Who was the "leader" in your sUb-group?

Def. for "leader": the most aggreF,sive and domineering

person.



3. Who was the "Poet" in your sub-group?
Def. for "poet": the most sensitive and cr'eative person.

4. Which person did you personally appreciate the most tn
your sub-group? Tell us why.

5. Who had identical one-word-titles for the four pictures
shown?

. Synthesizing - Shariog with all Sub-groups:
° 1. Which poem was the most philosophical/sincer0 Tell us why.

2. Which poem was the funniest? Tell us why.

3. Which of the poems read didn't you understand?
Give an explanation.

4. Which poem did not make any sense to you ... wat sort of
absurd? Give us an explanation.

5. Which one-wordtitle did youAub-group havedifflculties
,with? Which one "Didn't fit at all" .. which one

"Threw you off"?

VI. Harmonizing Through Art:
1. Ask for a voluntary artist (sculptor) from each sub-grOup.
2. Tell the artists to take their poems as blue-prints in

order to create a human sculpture with his/her sub-group.
3. Give all sub-groups some interaction/practice time.
4. Ask each sculptor to explain hi,s/her human sculpture

to the other sub-groups.
5. For.more draMatic effects turn-off the lights and have

a spotlight on the human sculpture.
6. After the artist's explanation the teacher might"ask

some creative questions such as:
- What is the.title of your sculpture?
- What "materials" did you use? Why?

- How long did it take you to create this

sculpture?
Which national/international exhibits have _

you attended with your work of.art?
- What is the "price tag" for this, sculpture?
Where would you like to see it eXhibited on
a permanent basis?, Why?

VII Evaluation Device - Self Report:
1. Students are asked to respond independently to this

encounter strategy in:creative writing.
2. Each student must,complete.three statements:

"I think
It

- "I feel
- "I know

/3. The teacher will.read these self reports to adjust his/her
selection of appropriate strategies in teaching the gifted

_and talented. The information gained-through this measure
ment of the affective domain should be used to guide
instruction and to assist stadents with personal growth.
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